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FOREWORD

Information technology has become the key element in economic development.
Fortunately, India realized the importance of IT early as compared to many other
developing countries. The nationwide network of computer set up by the National
Informatics Centre took the Computer to every district in the country, making
Government level interaction and communication faster for planners. IT has a

prominent role to play in the areas of education, health and agriculture. Primarily the
need to enhance efficiency in organizations led to greater demand for accurate and
timely information and thereupon use of IT. New areas of computer science and
technology viz" online systems, database management systems, management
information s)/stems, computer communication networks, office automation, etc. have
emerged and have influenced the society, development and social environment.

It is encouraging to note that the IAUA, New Delhi has taken the lead in
conducting a National Symposium on "Transforming Indian Villages into Knowledge
Hl!b" , to address the issues concerning application of ICT in rural development. The
compendium comprising of abstracts and full length papers provided by learned Vice-
Chancellors and eminent scientists from different SAUs, ICAR Institutes and ISRO is
based on theirvast experience, wherein day to day use of IT is used in their work and
management of institutions, As srrch, i am sure that this publication will be useful to
academicians, researchers, scholars, policy makers and plannexs as well as the:
development support groups and practitioners.

I congratulate

efforfs in bringing out

Date: 24-8-2409

the learned contributors and the editors for their painstaking
such a scholarly and',raluable publication.

P. G. Chengappa
Vice-Chanc,:llor
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PREFACE

In recent years, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been

quite useful in meeting the information needs of farmers. ICT facilitates faster access

to information and innovations among farmers, plays a vitai role in providing timely

solutions to problems in farming. Pioneering ICT pilot experiments in India have shown

that the rural livelihoods are greatly improved by access to information on improved

agricultural technology, pest and diseases management, market intelligence and

weather forecast, besides wide range of other information namely, health, education,

transport, communication and programmes of government. It is possible to address

plethora of problems faced in rural areas through the use of modern ICT enabled

services. If villages are transformed into knowledge centres, empowered with needed

timely information, it is possible to develop the villages on a sustainable basis.

Indian Agricultural Universities Association, New Delhi contemplates to

organize Vice-Chancellors meet every year in one of the Member Agricultural
Universities of the Country and also deliberates on the topic of current interest. This

year (20A9) the IAUA has choosen the topic concerning ihe application of science and

technology in rural areas more specifically, Transforming Indian Villages into
Knowledge Hub which is very timely and appropriate. A two day symposium is
scheduled on August 27-28,2Q09 to deliberate in detail the influence of Globalization
on lndian agricultural economy, the role of ICTs in knowledge empowerment of rural
sector to cope with the current situation and its management. More specifically, the

sub themes of the symposium are; Globalization of agricultural economy, Knowledge
empowerment of rural people : Issues and Policy Perspectives, Rural Knowledge
Management through Stakeholders Partnership and Interventions, Significance of ICT

in enhancing rural agricultural knowledge competency, Integration of ITK (Indigenous

Technical Knowledge) with scientific knowledge for their adoption and Multi
functionality of agriculture and knowledge intervention: The Task Ahead.

The compendium contains various papers and good number of abstracts of
papers under each theme. The authors have brought out well thought out ideas and

research findings in their papers. The organizers thank the authors for their
contribution.



In compiling and editing papers, the help rendered by Dt' M. S. Nataraiu,

Professor of Agril; Extension and Editor, Communi.ation Centre, DI' B' N' Manjunatha,

professor of Agril. Exte:rsion and Associate Editor, Cornmunicatiol Centre, UAS,

Bengaluru is gratefully acknowledged. The Organizers also thank M/s.Raghu Print

System, Bengaluru for therr timely printing work

At the end, the Symposium Coordinator would like to thank Dr.P.G.Chengappa,

Vice-Chancellor, UAS., Bengalurr.r and'Chairinan of Symposium Organizing Cqrnmittee

and Dr.R.P.Singh, Executive Secretary, Indian Agricultural Universities Association,

New Delhi for their guidance and entouragement.

K. Narayana Gowda
Dean (Agri) & Coordinator

6'h IAUA Natiorial Syrr.rposiurn
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Brief Noie About IAUA

The Indian Agricultural Universities Association is a Registered Society,

established in Novemb er 1967 with nine Indian Agricultural Universities as its founder

member, viz.,P.AlJ,Chandigarh (now Ludhiana); APAU, Hyderabad (now ANGMU);

JNKVV, Jabbalpur; UPAU, Pantnagar (now GBUAT); UAS, Bangalore; KU, Iialyani

(now BCKV, Mohanpur); ouAT, Bhubaneshwar; uu (now MPUAT), Uciaipur and

IARI, New Delhi. The idea to coordinate education, research and extension

programmes/activities of all Agricultural Universities in India came to the mind of

some well reputed Agricultural Scientists cum Vice-Chancellors like Dr. M. S.

Swaminathan, Sri P. N. Thapar when India after her independence was in transition

period. Some main objectives of the asspciation are - to serve as inter-university

organization, to promote, support and undertake such programmes as may improve

norms and standards in agricultural education, research, training and extension in

universities, to act as a bureau of inforrrration and to facilitate comriunication,
coordination, mutual consultation and collaboration amongst universities.

To achieve the objectives, IAUA undertake, organize and facilitate'annual
conventions, symposia, brainstorming sessions and its regional meetings etc. The PaPers
are inviteci from National and International Scientists on various subjects and also

invite them to its events for participation. It also works in Collaboration with other

natiorral and international sister organizations at NASC. Presently almost all the

Agricultural Universities in India numbering 47, are its member. All the Universities
and National Institutes (Deemed Universities) in India which provide an integrated
programme of teaching, research and extension education in agricultural sciences are

qualified to become its'Regular Member'.Institutions or Agencies which are genuinely
interested in and capable of contributing to the promotion of the objectives of the

Association are qualified to become its'Affiliate Member'.

Vice-Chancellors of member Universities or institutions constitute Association's

General Body The General Body meets once a year to decide activities and also to elect

Executive Committee of the Association for the ensuing calendar year. Most working
is governed and guided by the Execitive Committee which meets qua.rterly (4 times) a

year. The decisions on policy matters are discussed and ratified by the General Body in
its Annual meeting usually held in December each year. The main source of revenue is

annual subscription from member universities.

l



The LA.UA brings out quarterly. New:,ietter publishing significant contributions

neade by the rnember universities. The publicatio4s are also organized of each event

d,uring the year along with recommendations through the host university'

IAUA website (iauaindia.org) was launched during August, 2A02 and depicts

uil the it formation till date about Annual Conventions, National Symposiums, Regional

meetings and Brainstorming Sessions along with recornrnendations, brief about each

rnember universifr with main building photograph and the past P:esident of IAUA
with their brief bio-data and photograph of each. The Asscciation is manned by

Executive Secretary. The present contact person for any inforrnation is Dr. R. P. Singh,

Executive Secreitaryi IGZ,'CGIAR. Block, NASC Cornplex, DP Shastri Marg, Pusa

campus, New Delhi-1100r2 (India). Tele Fax - 93,1,L25842422, e-mail
esiaua@yahoo. co. in and drsingh@redif fmail -eom

R. P. Singh
Executive Secretarv
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Sixth National Symposium on
Transforming Indian Villages into Knowledge Hub

Prof. Anwar Alam
Vice-Chancellor, SKUAST-K, Srinagar

India is an aglicultuial country,80"/' of the people live in the rural areas where
village is a primary unit ior economic activities, sociil life and mutual protection. It
has been so far thousands of years. Inspite of scientific, technological, industrial and
trade developments more than two-third people depend upon agriiulture. production,
Productivity, quality of their produce and profitability governi their quaiity of life,
shelter, clothing, education and healthcare. Farmers are the primary iirt takers of
agriculture, a biological industry, prone to vagaries of nature droughts, floods. With
rising population, globalization of economy agricultural economy being no exception,
rising standards and cost of living has posed new sets of challenges. Cosiof agricultural
inputs are steadily rising,necessity of maintaining access to food for the *urrJ, compels
containment of prices of food and feed commodities thereby reducing the profitabiiity.

' There has been phenomenal growth in agricultural sciences and technology
which increase production, productivity, input use efficiency thus reduced unit cost
of production and increased profitability. However, majorify of the farmers are not
awarc of these knowledge, skills and inputs and rnachinery, opportunities of marketing
and trade. Often farmers are obliged to dispose off their produce and by-products ai
throw away prices. In sorp.e parts of the country fatmers do not harvest iheir produce
due to slump in the price in their neighborhood, so low that even cost of harvesting,
packaging and transport can nct be realized, Agricultural produce are perishabfu
commodities in absence of proper post-harvest technology and value addition
opportunities, at times, severe qualitative and quantitative losses occur. In absence of
proPer post-harvest processing infrastructure farmers sell their produce to traders and
millers which returns to ihem as primary processed food and feed ingredient at much
higher price, a drain on the rural economy.

With time we are in knowledge driven economy where application of .latest
knowledge, skills and technology enables efficiency and ecotro*y in production,
processing arrd marketing. Though there is extension machinery in the Siates as weli
as Centre, however, it is shrinking as it is costly and has limited reach. Luckily India
has well developed Information and Communication Technology (ICT) networks. It
enables reaches to unreached. Even rural people can have access to information and
knowledge cf their interest. Innovative approaches have been tried to provide
information and knOwledge to the rural people both in public and private sector. Dr.
M.S. Swaminathan and his foundation have demonstrated village as knowledge Centres
using local youth and low cost ICT networ\rWebsites and po



latest information relating to agriculfure productiorr, marketing and processing. There
are websites that provide latest market prices of major commodities in selected Mandis.
Since village is a prirnary unit it is only logical that villages have knowledge base relevant
to them - their land, water, crop, and livestock, energy and power, demand and
supply of essential commodities and enterprises dependEnt on tireir produce and by-
products, markets for their goods in domesfic and international markets. ICT and
essential data bases need to be developed; continuously updated'and access created to
ordinary farmers at custs that is affordable. :

. I ,i, ,i:r::l:l:i i,'.., !i:::lr



Globalization of Agriculture - The Role of Higher
Agricultural Education

Dr. P. G. Chengappa
Vice-Chancellor, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore-560 065

l''griculture Universities form a link between knowledge generation and transfer
of knovvledge as they prepare the future decision-makers and telchers, who contribute
to the societal development. Globalization has spurreC technological, economic, social
and cultural change through mobility of capital, technology, information and human
resource. This has shifted the demand for acquiring, processing, disseminating and
applying knowledge. Universities, as key centers of research and learning, play i vital
role here. Thus in addition to fundarnental research, universities also need-to underiake
innovative, action-oriented research and the support of NAIP to NARS in this regard
is laudable. In addition to traditional teaching functions, SAUs can consider their role
in retraining school teachers and local professicnals to contribute to learning for
sustainable development. Universities are to contribute to innovation, reflection on
values and ethics, and transformation to a sustainable society. Provision of knowledge
as a "public good" is the role of higher education, and access to verifiable knor,r'ledge
is the key for sustainable development. In the process, orientation towards innovafion

- and learning, creativity and the willingness to take risks are crucial.

Thus the Tasks for SAUs in perspective are;

Strengthening the relevance of teaching and research for societal processes
leading to more sustainable and discouraging unsustainable patterns of life,
Bridging the gap between science and.education, and traditional knowledge
and education,

Interactions with local communities and businessei,

Introducing decentralized anC flexible management concepts.

Higher Education and transfer of knowledge

The complexity of societal problems demand a multidisciplinary treatment. The
challenge for SAUs then is to create learning environments to prepare leamers for this
PurPose. Our learning environments should improve access to scientific knowledge of
good quality, enable students to be competent to work in multi-disciplinary and multi-
cultural teams, and bring global dimension to individual learning environments.

Through education, outreach and service to community and region, SAUs are
the bridge between knowledge generation and application and need to be innovative,
development and welfare oriented. Learning environments in higher education should
enable
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Learners to appreciate their physical anci social environment;
Develop positive attitude towards cultural, environmental diversity, and life-support ecological processes; and

use their knowledge, skill and attitude for the well-being of society.

Higher education in agriculture is crucial as it constitutes the learning environmentfor all educational professionals. Here, the opportunities offered by 1!w media andinformation and communication technology trbrl certainly deserve attention.
Historical context

Agricultural Colleges in India were modeled on the basis of the Land GrantColleges of the United States. It was the Morrill Act of 1862 also called the Land GrantAct, which was passed by the US Congress during its serious social crisis, which leadto an educational reform by creating agricultural college in each State, to serve thepreviously unserved - the "sons and diughters of farmers and mechanics,,. In the USAGRICULTURAL COLLEGE wields enor--orrc power and prestige. It stands abovettre State Departments of Agriculture and above most other oublicly - supportedagricultural activities.

- The greatest ofjhg Acharyas of Agriculture, Professor Theodore Schultz, passedout from Land Grant-College, worked in-University of Chicago and received the NobeiPrize in Economics for his wbrk on Human capital Formation.In 1g6'1., at the 100thyear celebrations of the American Association oiland-Grant Colleges in Kansas City,Dr' Schultz, said that there is neglected. opportunity in the Land GrJnt College system.
He- said, this neglected opportunity" is not in plants and animals, not inl soils andyields, not in the growth regulators or genetic impro.r"rr,"nts or in the fundamentals ofscience for new and better techniqueJ of production, but in the ,,education of farmpeople ""'which lags behind moit other:groups in the nation. They are the least
benefited from science and technology, even mucli of what has occur.ed i., ug.ic.rltrr",,.

Professor Schultz said we need to develop and mobilize intellectual resourcesto serve farmers and'their children. Professor Shuttr concluded that thgneglected
opportunity for agricultural colleges and the central p"tpoi" of ihe Morrill Act is ,,still
open to them. Even after four decades after the remarks of profesro. S.n,rft., tn"opportunity has not been seized in the US. The situation in India is no differ"", in"r,our agricultural education through SAUs and our Agricultural Extensio" -u.1,i""rfthrough Departments of Agriculture are still neglectei and they deserve the greateJtof the attention

Contribution of SAUs

Agricultural Universities have played a pivotal role in attaining quantum jurnp
in level of fc.;d grains production and other farrir commodities which was instrumental
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to attain self-sufficiency in food. The crop varieties and other technologies generated
by SAUs have been responsible for sustaining agricultural and livestocl prJductivlty
and ensure food security to the country

Agricultural universities have experienced quantitative expansion during last
four and half decades since the establishment of first agricultural university"viz.,
G'B-Pant University. Presently there are 40 SAUs, five DUS, one CAU with an intake
of 15, 000 graduates,7,000 M.Sc and 1700 Ph.Ds. At any point, there are over 75,000
students studying in SAUs.

Future break through in agricultural production can be achieved by improving
human resource through imparting necessary skills to absorb frontier technologiesl
Therefore, the qLrality of agricultural education is fundamental for future developrient
and modernization of Indian Agriculture.

Resiructuring of Educational programmes

Since the last few decades, the nature of the employment landscape has changed
from low key on farm jobs to very high technology input ventures. It is the responsibJity
of the University to ensure that the students graduating from its colleges are sufficiently
trained and have a greater degree of employability.

- An analysis conducted at the University shows that nearly 70 per cent of the
graduates Pursue higher studies. This seems to reinforce the general percepton that
employability of graduates after their basic degree from the University is rither very
low' Several reasons are in order. First, it appears that at the undergriduate level the
education is not comprehensive enough for the students to be capable of going into the
mainstream of agricultural related employment opportunities. Second, the practical
training or internship programme is modest making the candidate iil equipped to deal
with real-life employment challenges. Third, the training of the candidates during
their undergradlrate period is out of tune with the existing realities of employment. All
these could collectrvely add to the low preference for candidates for employment
opportunities soon after their graduation- Self-assessnrent of the University prOfile in
the employment markets seems to drive home a strong lesson - and that is to enhance
the employability of the University graduates through active reforms in both the
curricula as well as the training methods. The University needs to provide exposure in
emerging areas and in related subjects, reduce redundancy, impart high quality
technological tratning.

Globalization of Agricultural Education

Giobalization of Agricultural Education has posed two important challenges to
SAUs. First, the outgoing graduates shoulcl be made to face the changes and challenges
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successfully- Second, SAUs should be made to compete globally to attract talents and
students and at the same time remain relevant to takL carJ of the needs of geographical' region where it is located. This would call for redefining goals of agriculturll education.

In the light of the market demand for varieus progranmes, the University should
calibrate its technical programme and accordingly need to drop programmes not in
demand while emphasizing programmes that uie i.t demand. ir,is lryo"td to a large
extent solve the issue of employability. In this context and based on the recent market
demands, the University launched academic programmes (courses) on Agri-business'management, Natural resource management, Agricultural Biotechnolog! and Food
Science Technology. However, such a mass restructuring of the curricula?ould keep
in mind emerging areas in science and should provide adequate scientific base to pursue
higher studies in agricultural education.

Agricultural sector is experiencing a paradigm shift in the recent past. There has
been a shift from subsistence to commercial agriculture, Horticulture and livestock
production. Shift is more demand driven as well as caters to the needs of the both local
and export markets. There has been shift in thinking from exploitative agriculture to

' sustainable agriculture to achieve evergreen revolution with bio-safety ieasures.-In
this regard farming system research and modern extension approach", ur" gaining
importance. Thus, restructuring of curricula is essential for keeping up *itn tnu
joneses. Agriculture education should be knowledge intensive; skill oriented building
self-competence, self-confidence and self-reliance tb encourage agricultural graduate!
to set up agri-business ventures / services aligned to rural e.tvirorrs.

Hands on training

Emphasis on hanCs on training, income generating activities and exposure to
professionai management are crucial.-Building ui-rtt"pr"n""rlrship through commercial
courses for self employment and management concepts for career plann-ing are crucial
to run en-terprises such as Soil Testing iaboratories, Ctop Clinics, Wrret,o,islng, Agro-
Service Centers, Farm Equipment's Service Centers,-Agro-processing flaiits Xnd
consultancies inter alia in natural resource management, agribusiness- -

Students :h94d be equipped rvith frontier knowledge and skills in
Biotechnology,ICT,GIS, and Remotl ser,sing Technology of applicatilns in agriculture.' They should also be sensitized to the issues related to (i; ctimitic changes (iI) Natural
resource management (iii) Environmental Protection and Bio-safety (ivj Water quality
deterioration (v) loss of bio-diversity (vi) GATT (vii) WTO & IPR issues (viii) hatent
laws (ix) Post harvest proccssing and value addition (x) Contract farming (xi)
International trade in agriculture (xii) Quality standards for agricultural Based proiucts
which are globally acceptable.



Village Resource Centres (VRCs) - a Step towards Reaching
the Unreached

sri Hegde, v.s., sri Ganesha Raj, K., sri paul, M.A, sri sethuraman, K. and
Sri Rayappa,, H.

Indian Space Research Organisation He OSRO He), Bangalore

Abstract
The Village Resource Cenlle (VRC) programme was initiated by ISRO during the year 2A04, to

facilitate overall development at village/ community level, by delivering the variety oirpu.! technology
enabled products and services directly to the grassroots. The first set of VRCs wereiet up in Tamil NaJu
in association with MS Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai. Year by yeai the'more and more
VRCs have been set up and at present there are 473 VRCs spread over 2lStaiei/Union Territories. The
Programme is being implemented in association with selected NGOs, Trusts, Universities/institutions
and Government agencies and as of now there are 45 partner agencies involved in the programme.
Major attraction of VRC programme is the knowledge connectivitf, which is enabled throughihe two
way audio videc linkage to various expert centres. The expert centres provide services in the areas of
agriculture, animal husbandry, skill. development, floriculture, fisheries, water resources; tele heaith
care; woman's emPowerrnent; supplementary education; computer literacy; micro credit; micro finance
etc. So far moi'e than 5000 programmes have been conducted and around +,OO,OOO people have avaijed the
services. The above services are provided at VRCs either through online or offlinL mode. Expanding the
network requires additional satellite bandwidth, infrastructirre, HUB, servers etc.; ISRO is'workiig in
this direction. It is also proposed to set up an exclusive Content Server for storing and retrieving
Programmes across the network.

Introduction

Indian Space Programme started in early 60s has become iargely self-reliant
with capability to design and build satellites for providing space services and to launch
those using indigenously designed and developed launch vehicles. Over the years,
India has achieved a -notable progress in the design, development and operation of
sPace svstems, as weill as, using them for vital Jervices like telecommunications,
television & radio broadcasting, neteorology, disaster warning, natural resources
mapping, monitoring and management.

Space based services, emanating from Satellite Communication (SatCom) and
Earth Observation (EO) satellites, holds considerable value to transform village
community. Primary issues related to eradication of illiteracy, better health care, training
on better jobs, enhancing agricultural productivity and ensuring proper drinking watei
management etc', can be facilitated by digital connectivity and remote sensing. fete-
education, for example, enables non-formal education, strengthens supplementary
teaching mechanisms, and facilitates interactive training ut a srult development
Processes to the rural community. Similarly, tele-medicine facilitates specialist doctor-
to-doctor consultations; doctor to patient consultations, besides strengthening medical
extension and health care related training in the rural arcas.
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EO enables community centric spatial information in terms of geo-referenced
land record, natural resources, suitable sites for potable/ drinking water as well as
recharge, wastelands for reclamation through rrrral e*ployment cieation, watershed
attributes, environment and infrastrutture related information. Synthesizing spatial
information with other collateral and weather information, EO also facilitates locale
sPecific community advisory services. Disaster manageinent support, communitybased
vulnerability and risk related information, early warning and extreme weather
information dissemination mechanisms provide reliable disaster management support
at the village level.

To reach the benefits of Space Technology to the rural, distant and remote places,
ISRO launched Village Resource Centre (VRC) programme in association with NGOs,
Trusts, State Govt. Dept. as well as with academic/research institutions. The VRC

ProgralrLme aims to promote a single wirrdow delivery of need-based services in the
areas of education, health, nutrition, agriculture, water, weather, environment and
alternate livelihoods to the rurai population.

First cluster of VRCs were set up in Tamil Nadu in association with M S

Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai (MSSRF) in 2004. P.rime Minister of India
inaugurated these VRCs. From this modest beginning, at present, there are 473 VRCs
spread across 22 States and Union Territories. At present there are 45 partners/
associating agencies involved in the programme from NGOs, Trusts, Government,
Academic institutions. Each and every partner involved in the programme have got
their own specializations and experience in the field of rural development.

SpaceTechnologyEnabledVillageR.,o,,,.uCentres(VRCs)

ISRO has piloted several socially relevant space application projects on mission
mode basis. With the appropriate technological and institutional base, ISRO has taken
up newer social missions, wherein space applications could be integrated with other
IT and e-governance related services and brought closer to the community. The effort
has now focused on to effectively disseminate the portfolio of services emanating from
the space systems - as discussed above, as well as from other InformatiOn Technology
(IT) tools, directly down the line to the rural communities, through the Village Resource
Centres. Some of the other ICT initiatives taken up by the Government in India are
setting up Village Information Kiosks like 'Akshya' in Kerala, 'e Seva' in Andhra
Pradesh, 'Gyandoot' in Madhya Pradesh etc. Some of the othcr initiatives by private
anci NGOs are 'E choupal', 'Village Knowledge Centre'(VKC), 'Drishtee', Common
Service Centres (CSCs) of IT Department, Govt. of India etc. These Kiosk systems are
being used for a variety cf applications like information directories, customer self service
terminals, internet access terminals etc. Experiences from thsss nrojects suggest that
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' the information needs of the community should be thoroughly assessed before the
launch of the project and knowledge connectivity is the bisic requirement. ISRO,s
initiative on Space enabled Village Resource Centre (VRC) is an effort in that direction.

The VRCs, aimed at serving essentially as Community Resource Centre and
addressing the dyaamic and critical needs of rural communities. The VRCs are linked
to various expert centres in different States to provide information support to the Village
Resource Centres in local language. VRCs can directly interact with the experts through
two way audio video interactivity. The expert centres provide services in the areas of
agriculture, animal husbandry, skill development, floriculture, fisheries, water
resources; tele health care; woman's empowerment; supplementary education;
computer literacy; micro credit; micro finance etc.

The VRC communication network is Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)-
based and which has two way audio and video connectivity. It enables each expert
node to multicast the advisory, and enables each of the participating VRCs to raise
questions. Expert node software enables a video return link for each VRC in such a
way that all participating nodes can listen to the expert and also the questioner, along
with viewing them. The VRCs / expert centre / specialty hospital are equipped with
a VSAT antenna of 1.8 m in diameter, with 2 W BUC and a satellite modem. As
baseline start-up configuration comprises of 1 multimedi aPC,2 speakers, 1 amplifier,
1 cordless microphone, and 1 HandyCam with stand. This configuration is able to
cater to 30-40 people as regards listening and conversation, and viewing tele-
consultations and advisories on the PC screen. Each VRC is capable of transmitting
384 Kbps of multimedia traffic.

The major objectives of VRCs are to provide services in the following areas:

Tele education: Skill development, vocational training/capacity building,
supplementary teaching, non-formal , adult education, computer training/education.

Tele health care: VRCs provide positive, preventive and curative health care
services. Facilities are provided ]or Telemedicine ionsultaiions with specialist doctors.
Awareness creation on malaria, dengue, chickungunya, AIDS, *o*". ur,d child health
could be carried out. Discussions on traditional rnedicines/herbal medicines also
organized. To bring the services of large/speciality hospitals and expert doctors closer,
the VRCs provide connectivity to these hospitals. VRCs are also connected to the
selected nearest district/speciality hospitals.

Land & Water Resources Advisories: VRCs provide spatial information on
various themes such as land use/land cover, soil, groundwater prospects, and enable
the farmers to get query based decision support. A simple software package - GRAMINS
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-is provided for accessing and query{lng the natural resource information and related
4dvisories,whichenablesPeoPletogetonlinedecisionsuPPort.

Interactive Farmers' Advisory Services/Tele agriculture: VRCs enable online
interactions befween the local farrners and agriculture scientists working at Scientific
Institutions. The advisory covers a wide range of subjects starting from alternate
cropping systems, optimization,of agricultural inputs - seeds, water, fertilizer,
insecticide-s, pesticides. and producer oriented marketing opportunities. Community
centred advisories on soil and water conservation, on adopting water efficient cropping
patterns, on practices related to rainwater harvesting/ground water rechurge, oi
ParticiPatory watershed management, information on market/price, pests & diseases
etc. also been made available

agromet advisories from available sources (mainly from Agricultural Universities) are
provided through VRCs.

. Other services: Services such as govenmlental schemes on agriculture, poverty
alleviation, rurdl employmen! animal hu"sbandry and livestock related services, services
related to Self Help Group (SHGs) etc, are also-been made available at VRCs.

Mode of Operation and Responsibilities

Identification of partner agenciesris the first and foremost thing involved in
setting up the VRCs. State level interaction meets were held to explain aLout the VRC

vRci "ettil 6 - st*p" invotved
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Programrne and the role and responsibilities of the partner agencies. Further, members
from VRC team visited the interested partner agencies to assess the infrastructure
facilit 'availability, various prograranes carried out and to understand their capability
in community mobilization/organization, etc. A;ter that a MoU is signed with ihe
partner agency and a project execution document is prepared jointly with each partner
agency.

Towards setting up a VRC, ISRO provides the communication and telernedicine
equipments, satellite connectivity, and avallable/ customised databases of relevance
to management of land and water resources. The partner agency provides the civil
and other infrastructure to house the VRCs, manpower to run the VRCs, and also
maintain the equipment and the facility after the warranty period. The responsibility
of content generation and community mobilization is also the prime responsibility of
the partner agen.y.

Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) anci/or Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRA)
have been conducted to assess the livelihood pattern, natural resources stock, and
information needs for development by the partner agency. People-centered multi
stakehoider participatory methods have been aclopted in situational analysis, planning,
implementaticn, monitoring and evaluation of the project. VRC is envisaged to follow
an equal opportunities policy that will enable socially and economically disadvantaged
sections like women,landless agricultural labour households, etc to getservices. Gen-der
mainstreaming is being ensureu throughout the project cycle, by implementing the
project activities through gender-sensitive approaches. Local Self Help Groups (SHCs)
have been involved in VRC activities.

The various other local institutions such as traditional panchayats (grassroots
level local institutions), local bodies, youth clubs, farmers associations, and womens'
associations are involved in defining the framework for implementation in some of the
VRC areas. Concerned Line Departments at the block level are also have got involved
appropriately in some areas.

At present, about 45 partner agencies were involved in setting up VRCs. The
VRC partners include MS Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF), Chennai;
Mysore Resctilement And Development Agency (MYRADA), Bangalore; Karuna Trust,
BR Hills, Karnataka; Self Employed women's Association (SEWA), Ahmedabad; Kutch
Nava Nirman Abhiyan, Kutch; Development Alternatives (DA), New Delhi; Himalayan
Institute Hospital Trust (HIHT), Dehradun; Development of Humane Action
Foundation (DHAN), Madurai; School of Desert Sciences (SDS), Jodhpur- Tarun Ilharat
Sangh, Jaipur; National Centre for Human Settlement and Environment (NCHSE),
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Bhopal; Himachal Pradesh voluntary Health Association (HpvHA), shimla; Byrr.ijuForrndation, Hyderabad; Gram vikas, Berhampur; Peoples Rural Educaiion Movement(PREM), Berharnpur; Centre for Youth and Social Deveiopment (CySD), Bhubaneswai;Agra$amee, Bhubaneswar; Ramakrishna Mission, Kolkata; Assam Branch of IndianTea Association (ABITA), Guwahati etc. universities like university of Agri,--ulturalsciences (uAS), Bangalore; sathyabama university, Chennai; Amrita viswavidyapeetham, coimbatore; YS Parmar u_niversity of Horticulture and Forestry, solanand state Govt- Departments like Kerala State Pla;ning Board; Nagaland btute co.r.,cilfor science & Technology; Sikkim Department of Scfence & Technology (DST) andRural Management & Development (RM &DD) are also partners in vRC progranune.

The VRCs are operated and managed by these partner agencies. In certain casesthe VRCs are run by Community Basel organisations (CBds), and they meet theexpenses with limitei support from the.p"r,#;;;;;. ;"rru other cases tlie expensesare borne by partner agencies from their o* rur"onrJes und by charging nominal feefor certain services. -- -'l -"-^b

Activities at a Glance and Experiences Gained
The vRCs address several critical gaps in existing rural tele-centfes. The lessonswith regards to the services delivered ftom rural t-ele-centres demonstrate thatinteractivitY, i'e' iive video-conferencing, has had a greater impact on social and humancapital, in terms of exchange of knowl"asl, skill deJelopment, information democracy,and field-level advisories, etc. The Knoriledge Conn".iirrity to Experts at Agriculiuraluniversities, Vocational Training universities and Reseaich Insiitutes whl provideimmediate solutions/resPonse to villagers questions/concerns is the unique feature ofVRCs.

- tt envisaged variety of activities have been offered by r/ftgr. These activities
:.T !" broadly grouped.iitg-(9 Agriculture/Horticulture/Fioriculture (ii) Education(iii) Computer Learning (iv) Skill dJvelopment/ vocational training/ entrepreneurshipdev' (v) Health Care 

- 
(vi) Water Resources/Ground Water (vii) Soil (viii) Child &Women Related (ix) Traditional Fleallh/Ayurveda (x) Live Stock (xi) Fisheries (xii)Insurance 

-(xiii) Micrg finanSe (xiv) Career develop;;"; (xv) Alternate Livelihoodpractices (xvi) Weather infn. etc. So far more than 6000 programmes have beenconducted and around 400,000 people have availed the services. The above servicesare provided at VRCs either otiit u *ode i.e. programmes conducted using satellite
!-aqed 

(ryo way video audio) connectivity -itri expert centres like Agiicultural
universities, hospitals etc or offline mode * vRC centiic activities like hea"lth camps,skill development, computer training, micro finance, marketing of products of SHGs,land & water resources management etc. Diversified activities ind good participatior,
are observed from the clus'ers in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gurarat Ind Orissa.
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MS Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRFI VRC network, Chennai;
Pondicherry Multipurpose Social Service Society (PMSSS), Puducherry; MyRADA in
Karnataka, Ramakrishna Mission in West Bengal etc. have carried out a good number' of offline activities

Successful conduct of Skill development training through VRCs has proved the
utilization of ICT in rural areas. One year duration courses on lab technician, nursing
assistant, electrician, and automobile course conducted by Sathyabama Universit!
cluster in Tamil Nadu and house wiring course and disaster risk reduction course
organized by SEWA/Abhiyan network in Gujarat are excellent examples of the same.

Amongst the various prografiunes conducted in Karnataka network, the unique
Programmes organized for children like "Leam with fun" i.e. Mathematics coaching
class; spoken English classes, Summer camps on painting and crafts; kids fun time etc.
were attended by more than 15000 students. Considering the demand from the children,
the "Learn with fun" programme was separately held for 1't to Sth standard students
in the morning on all week days and it shows the interest and success of the prografirme.
The innovative "Learn with fun" programme of MyRADA VRC networkhal got ihe
"Manthan - Asia Award" for the year 2008 for the ICT application in education.

Agriculture, animal husbandry and livelihood related progranunes has attracted
a large number people in the VRC clusters namely, Kerala State Planning Board, Kerala;
University of Agriculture Sciences, Bangalore; SEWA/ Abhiyan network in Cujara!
NCHSE network in Madhya Pradesh, Assam Branch of Indian Tea Association, Assam
and VRC network in Orissa. There are 17 agriculture Universities /Research Centres
in vRC network as of now ( ICRISAT, Hyderabad, Ap; ANGR Agri. uni., Ap ;Assam
Agii. Uni., Assam; ABITA Gramin Krishi Unnayan Prakalpa, As!a*; Rajendra Agri.
uni., Bihar; Anand Agri. uni., Gujaraf Krishi Gram vikas Kendra, Rukka, Jharkhand;
Uni.of Agri. Sciences, Bangalore; Coffee Research Station, Chundale, Kerala; Krishi
Vigyan Kendra, Andoor, Kerala; Kerala Agri. Uni., Mannuthy, Kerala; Indian Institute
Spices Research (IISR), Kerala; OUAT, Bhubaneshwar, orissa; Acharya Narendra Dev
Uni.of Agri, and rechnology, Faizabad, UF ; G.B. pant Univetsity of Agri. and
Technology, uttarakhand; cAZRi, Jodhpur, Rajasthan; ys parmar uni for
H&F.Solan,HP ) across the country linked to the VRC network providing excellent
services to the farmers. Somu of the Agri. Uni. like UAS, Bangalore; AAU, Gujarat;
ANDUAT, UP; AAU, Assam are also ptorriding agromet advisor! r"r.ri"u, to ihe VRCs.

VRCs have enableci rural population to have access to quality health care. Apollo
Hospital Ahmedabad provides teleCermatology, tele-ophthalmology andtele
pulmonolgy consultations to Gujara.t VRCs. Health 

"wareness 
programmes are also

conducted by Apollo Hospitals. Tele-ophthalmology consultationi provided by Tarabai
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Desai Eye Hospital & Research Centre, Jodhpur is unique on€ with follow up free
oPerations. MSSRF VRCs in association with Sa,,kara Nethralaya also provide
oPhthalmology consultations. Tele health care programmes provid.ed by Himalayan
Institute Hospital Trust, Dehradun; Global Hospital, Mount Abu, Eras Medical Coilege,
Lucknow, and many others are the classic examples of usage of modern technology
for the benefit of rural poor.

Vocational training, supplementary teaching on regular curriculum of school
and colleges, Computer training etc. are conducted by Rarnakrishna Mission, West
Bengal; AMRITA Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Coimbatore and Indian Institute of
Information Technology, Allahabad. Short term courses conducted by NCHSE in' Madhya Pradesh on Remote Sensing and GIS to the planners, govt. officials and NGO
representatives using the VRC network was well appreciated by many.

Convergence of VRC activities with other rural development initiatives,
supported by other funding agencies like UNICEF, Azim Premji Foundation etc. are
seen in School of Desert Sciences network in Rajasthan and MSSRF network in Tamil
Nadu. This has helped in organizing a lot of acfivities towards improving health and
sanitation systern, health insurance, tele-education, capacity building etc.

VRC network has also witnessed a few National Virtual Cgngresses, wherein,
many intellectuals, policy/decision makers, academicians, Govt. Officials and General
public discussed various issues face to face from various corners of tne country. National
Virtual Congress on "Celebrating Women's Contributions to Safeguarding and
Strengthening Ecological Security" organized as part of the First Indian Youth Science
Congress; 'National.Virtual Congress of Mahila Kisans' organized during 95th Indian
Science Congress; Discussion on traditional herbal medicines etc. are ro*u of them.

Some initial results/pointers, gathered through the activities of VRCs have been
examined. Some of the interesting outcomes include farmers' motivation towards
scientific advisories and consultations, school'children getting enthused - resulting
into improved performance, implementation of educationind li-ealthcare programmes
of the Government, improved interest in legal guidance, Children benefiting from career
guidance; treatment of patients for dermatology, ophthalmology and other problerrrs
and people getting cured of their problems after tele consultations at VRCs. People
who attended skill development courses (which includes theory classes through VRC
network and practical at nearby place) getting jobs or taking up own job; livestock
advisories resulting into saving of cattle, poultry etc; agro advisories helping farmers
in getting better production, adoption of new crops etc; use of natural resources data
base at VRCs for wasteland reclamation, watershed development, extension of crops
etc. However exact quantification of the benefits accrued has to be made.
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At the same time, it is observed that some VRC clusters only are carrying out diverse
Prograrns/services and others are focusing ol two to three services, while some does

' not carry out regular programmes. Use of Natural Resources data is also minimal. In
many VRCs quality/adequate power {electricity) is not'available. Manpower is also a
matter of concern in some VRCs. Some Clusters are having sustainabilitf plans while
others yet to work on hat. Efforts are made to address these concems.

Future Plans

Expanding the network requires additional satellite bandwidth, infrastructure,
servers etc; ISRO is working in this directio,n. It is also proposed to set up an

, , ,r,, exclusive Content Server for storing and retripving Ptograrnn'les across the'"; network. I

VRC progranune will also become an integral part of the initiative ' Rashkeeya
,r' , 

I Gramin Gyan Abhiyan' (National Rural Knowledge Movement) to provide

,,, connectivity to all the villages in Indih, in which, it is planned to provide satellite '

rr based VRC connectivity to almost 4000bloclcs (sub District level) by ttt" end of
11th Five yeai plan. Further, the last mile approach to the panchayaths and

, villages will be achieved by other ICT means like wireless, corrununity radio.
, cell phones etc. This is planned with the participation from, governrnent, civil
: ' society organisations, bilateral and multilateral donors, private and academic

sectors.
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Kne.*rledge Empowerment for Rural people: Issues & policy
perspectives

vice-chancer".,^ j::t;#;i;.Iir1l,1l,il,l**u,Guiarath

Empowerment means developing- the capacity of rural poor so they become
competent decision-makers with the confidence to u.i on their .hoi""r.

Value-added information is knowledge. For example, information on worldcommodity prices, -weather eind irlput cost are not of much use to a rural woman
unless it is provided at the local level that impacts her life.In other words, knowledge
is generic information converted into a location-specific one. That is what adds valuefor the loca! people.

Knowledge revolution can lead to the enhancement of human productivity andcreativity in every area of htrman endeavour. Knowledge is a key to'economic, socialand political development. Rural areas do not only,uq.ir. k'owi"ag" i;;;;;;i *;iproduction' They also need to know about rt uik"tr, prices, stanJards, aiternative
sources of income, organisation, a-nd political reforms. Rural areas are structurally
disadvantaged in accessing knowredge. To empower them, they must be providedwith knowledge efficiently.

Equipment like computers and innovations like the int€rnet are important forfacilitating the rural knowledge revolutio..-ll" government has included icnowledgeconnectivity as an important component of Bhaiat Nirman. Since information, to beof value to rural women and men, should be location and time specific, the knowledge
centre has to stress the need for converting generic into location rp".iri" ir,iormationand for training local women and men in iJair,g value to information. Value-addedinformation is appropriately referred to as knowtelge and "Rural Knowledge Centres,,can generate opportunities for ed-ucated yoylh in.viiages to find a career i"L"*r"Jj"
management and dissemination. We should train at'ieast a million r..rrul kr,o*ledge
managers during this decade.

obvious challenges are row connectivity particurarly in rural areas,
rate, lack of media competence to use the web'and web iunction modeisand target information-

Therefore, Connectivity and content should receive concrlrrent attention,
Constraints must be removed on the b.asis of a malady-remedy analysis; for example,wired and wireless technologies could be used where telephone .o.,rr""tio.,s are notadequate or satisfactorv. 

-similarly, solar power can be hamessed where the regularsupply of power is irregular. The approach should be based on the prit.ipr" ir,at thereis an implementable solution for every problem.

low literacy
to provide

17l--tl
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The information provided shruld be demand driven and should be relevant to
day-to-day iife and the work of rural women and men. Also, semi-literate women
should be accorded prior ity in training to operate the centre, since this is an effective
method of enhancing the self-esteem and social prestige of women living in poverty.

The local population shouid have a sense of ownership of the knowledge centre.
It should be client managed and controlled, so that the information provided is demand
and user driven. The local population shuuld be willing to make contributions tcwards
the expenses of the knowledge centre, so that the long-term economic sustainability of
the programme is ensured. Contributions in cash or kind generate a sense of ownership
and pride.

A national grid of virtual Universities/colleges devoted to harnessing in an
integrated manner the internet, cable TV, community radio and the vernacular press
for reaching every woman and man in our villages can play a critical role in triggering
a knowledge revolution in rural India.

India is a land of small holdings. A small farm is ideal for sustainable
intensification through eco-agriculture. A small farmer however suffers frorn many
handicaps including access to technology, credit and remunerative markets. It is only
by helping such farmers to overcome their handicaps that small farms can become
instruments for an ever-green revoiution, characterised by enhancement of productivity
in perpetuity and without associateci ecological harm.

' The smaller the farm, the greater is the need for marketable surplus to derive
some cash income. Our farm families can face the challenges of the new global trade
regime orrly by achieving revolutionary progress in the areas of productivity, qualily
and diversity.

The benefits of the digital revolution will reach every country and every part of
each country by the year 2015. It is plan to establish 100,000 ICT-based community
service centres by the Department of Information Technology, Government of Indii.
These community service centres will provide reliablebroad-based connectivity to remote
villages. We have found a inethodology to make the achievement of such aims
economically viable. For example, many of the STD-ISD/PCO centres in villages can
be made knowledge centres; the panchayati raj institutions can be made use of.

Setting up village resource centres at the block level by the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) in collaboration with apprcpriate public and civil society
institutions to provide a wide range of services including tale-conferencing facilities.
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".d tri$l?Hrtlo*tant 
is to ensure that all such initiativ-es designed to_help rural

imprementation. 
ar€ pro:poor/ pro-women, and pro-liverihood in both design and

The relevance and timeliness of the content will determine the interest of ruralfamilies in ICT centres. The content should be demand driven and area, culture, andtime specific.

without-proPer infrastructure facilities like power, place of the centre,connectivity and computer related materials and human urppoi the programme willnot success' so before start the ICT educafion progranune should make sure all thesefacilities.

Education and motivation of rural people about usages and benefits of ICT
Programme is an important aspect. Here, ttre roie of Extension worker is vital. So firstshould provide clear knorvledge to workers of the rural areas on the ICTs,

There are three rn-ain ingredients for success: First, the information or contentthat is provided must make a difference to the lives of ,rt" i,."pr"l";il;;;g". It mustbe a powerful tool of information empowerment and e,iucation. second, required' infrastructure, this is obviously the govemment's responsibility u^a o.rurlb]"r.e.,t orthe country already has broadbaid, cable 
"orr."'.tio"s and so on. The last-mileconnectivity can now be focussed on. Third, we must bring togeth* 

"rirrr" on-goingefforts for synergies' A common goal for all ir "r".i"iio, t}ie ,,i..urs of the Mission. -

In Gujarat, Government has established.knowledge centres at panchayats of allthe villages under its Ie-gram vishwagram yojana, wtelein computer set_up withtutor has been developed. The internet conneciion has 
.al9o- 

bgen ;r;";d"d throughGSWAN. Further, Government his also develof"Jl-nirr,i kiran programme byinvolving the scientists of agricultural universities. The e-krishi kiran programmegenerates and provides the fertilizer recommencations on the basis of soil inalysis andthe nutrient requirernents of the crop for each field- This wrx increase the efficiency o,fthe fertilizer and also saves consumption of the r"rtiri^.. Moreover, farmers can excessindividual soil hearthcard, village roi h"a*,.;,;;;;;r"r"riiri^.;;;"dations,
ready racknor for calculating the quality of fertilizer, alternative crop planning and itseconomic, package of practices foi exising crops and recommenclei alternative cropsetc' accordTg t9 their local agro-climauc ionditicn. To *rk;;;;ii;#;'il;emment
of Gujarat has also T:d".tl9 cgmputer.educatio" 

"ffirrory uf tr," irt "iy school,which will increase th,e skill of computer :r"- i-r, a couple of years among the ruralpeoole. The subsidy schemes are also launched fo, po,s,r' l student fo1. tt 
" 

p"rrrchase ofcomputer' Thus, many folds efforts are done for theinowledge empowurrriu"t of ruralpeople.
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Transforming Our Villages into Knowledge Hub-
Role of Fisheries and Aquaculture

Dr. Dilip Kumar and Dr. K.V. Rajendran
Central Institute of Fisheries Education

(ICAR Deemed University)
Panch Marg, Versova, Andheri West, Mumbai-400061

India is the second largest fish producer in the world and due to enormous
aquatic resources, both biotic and abiofic, fisheries and aquaculture sector in India is
poised to play a pivotal role in the economic welfare of the country, especially in the
context of food and nutritional security and sustainable rural livelihood development.
However, like any agriculture production, sustainable fisheries and aquaJulture
cievelopment is information-dependent and knowledge-intensive. All aspects bf fisheries
rely on continuous flow of dynamic information related to meteorologicil, geographical,
technological practices and innovations, environment, market and management. Llnlike
other agriculture and animal husbandry-related professions, fishery invoh'es inherent
risk associated with deep-sea as well as inland fishing which also require equipping
with adequate sea safety and professroiial hazard management information and ikili.
Besides, it is the extremely poor, disad..'antaged, highly unorganized comrnunities -
the fishing communities who live in far flung, difficult to reach terrain and most
vulnerable to natural disasters like cyclone, ilood and drought. It is also realized that
the looming danger of climate change and consequent sea level rise is going to affect
the fishing communities especially those living in developing worlcl, and they are most
vulnerable because they lack adaptive capacity. Health care-rclated information and
facility is another serious concern in the fishing community. On the other hand Asia
being the origin and current hub of fisheries and aquaculture, the region his vast
localized indigenous knowledge reserve being practiced in isolated pockets by local
communities. Suih knowledge resources are yet to be shared and benefited by majority
of fishers and farmers. Therefore, easy access to information as well as sharing of
information and knowledge coupled with rapid communication would be of immense
help not only for sustainable resource use and livelihood development but also to save
the lives of millions of fisher folks. Further, unlike other sub-seCtbi5 bf agriculture,
there is a lack cf efficient extension mechanisms in the field of fisheries and aqiraculture.
Aquaculture is rapidly growing from subsistence level to intensive and commercial
scale and as such it has to depend on quick and updated information delivery on
indigenous practices to contemp orary farm ma-nagement, disease control measures,
usage of various chemicals and nutritional supplements, hatchery management and
seed production, environmental well-being to conservation of aquatic biodiversity, etc.

It is lately but increasingly being realized that for sustaina.ble development of
agriculture and its subsidiary-based rural livelihooris it is rmportant that we need to
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follow a holistic approach to development which may harness the potential of
:o*PluT:ntarities between various farming components being practiced at farm
household / watershed / ecosystem levels. A-gain, ir, tnu current eru of global market
regime there are a number of external factors which influence even local Gvel practices
and production. In the globalized context, information and knowledge on market
drivers, regulations and guidelines of international instruments which deal with the
global trade of aquatic organisms are paramount. Information and knowledge on
irrtellectual property is another vita! area. Although globalization put forth various
regulatory burden and constraints to fisheries u.td-uq,taculture development in
developing countries, success of fisheries and aquaculture in today's world relies on
translating those chalienges into opportunities. Information and knowledge on' productivity enhancement and quality improvement, employment availabilit| and
rrrarket-driven entrepreneurship development opportunitieJ are some of the key areas.
Apart from these, access to various generic or routine information- and knowledge-
base and its retrieval, access to connectivity and networking will play crucial role in
village community emPowerment where community would Ue nenefited not only from
the naticnal information resources but from regional as well as global resources.
However, for the Indian rural population, accessibility of information and knowledge
alone will be meaningless, unless it is supported by the creation of functional literaly
to the rural folks' This shouid be supplemented by creation and consohdation of
knowledge-base and capacity building. This capacity would be useful not only as a
tool of implementation but should be looking at capturing and translating ,;he
international knowledge into locally useful knowledge, as many of the technologies or
information is time- and location- specific. Value addition of iniormation would be the
key in this context. To realize this, it is essential to create knowledge hub in our fishing
and aquaculture villages to make available and disseminate basic and appliei
knowledge which are locally relevant. The knowledge hub can also participite in
knowledge creation and act as reservoirs of expertise. Transforming oui villages into
knowledge hub is essential to mainstream and empower the rural iommunity which
is an integral component to achieve an inclusive growth and development for our
country' Howevet, this is also to be kept in mind that theusers will not keep themselves
confined to information related to fisheries and aquaculture alone. In the globalised
world they are also likely to see their liveiihood options beyond agricultuie and its
subsidiaries. When they will see that there is no paritybetween agriculture, industries
and service sector they will also tend to move to sectors where ihey are likelv to be
more secured, comfortable and draw more benefit.



Knowledge Empowerrnent for Rural people : Issues andpolicy perspectives

Dr. P. Murugesa Boopathi
vice Ctancellor, Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, coimbatore

Agriculture is becoming more and more knowledge intensive and market driven.In knowledge driven emPowerment, there is a need fo'r providing extension servicesand e'lucating the farmers keeping in view their diverse needs notLty on productionprocedures but also on the whole range of agribusiness, ,"r"ur.h institutior,s,
programmes and schemes of the development Jepartments, open markets both at

. 
domestic and global scale.

The major issues in rural knowledge ernpowerment are :

Creating an awareness on the need for knowledge based decision making
Affordable timely access to the modern ICT tools
Private sector participation and investment

Providing end to end sorutions through multiple e-ways
Government suppori in the form of extended soft roans for massive
infrastructure building in collaboiation with the local partners

TNAU has made great strides in empowering the rural masses, through thefollowing initiatives;

- Krishi Vigyan Kendras : There are 30 KVKs spanning all the districts of Tamil
I"9 . They impart knowledge to the farmers by meins of field level demo;*";i"*;
on Falrr, trials, Exhibitions, Kisan Melas, Trainings on ICT, Exposure visits, etc,

''''''''''''

e-Velanmai : A pilot research scheme is operated where the farmers could get
the advisory services immediately through the use 

^of 
information technology. The public

model of e-velanma-i w1s implemented in 75 f.arms,25 each in palai, Aliyar and
Varahanadhi sub basins' rhe piid model has been i*pi"-"^t"a 

"i 
airi"r""i sur uasins

in the State since 2008. The farmers get technical assiitance as well ;r ;h;t g"t trained
in use of ICT tools.

Market Intelligence Cell : The Domestic and Export Market Intelligence
(DEMIC) cell provides forecasts of priccs on different commodities even before sowing
is hke" "p u"1 

1:o:tio.,t: l.tur":st. 
The information is also used by the farmeri
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policy makers also traders. DEMIC has so far made 60 price forecasts of different
commodities and the results have been published in seven English dailies and six Tamil
dailies fo1 13 important commodities like maize,:otton, turmeric, groundnut, gingelly,
tomato, chillies, vegetables-etc. The price forecast ar:d price inforilation publisf-rj Uy
DEMIC have been.surfed by 44607 stakeholders thrbugh DEMIC wetsite ( www.
tnagmark .tn.nic.in)- Efforts are being made to provide p-rice forecast through mobile
phones to stakeholders.

Dynamic Market information Service for Agri-Horti produces : The project
collects rnarket price of 152 commodities ftoth whole sale and ?etail) from L3 markets
of South India and publishes in the website (www.tnau.ac.in and www.indg.in) by
1.00 pm daily. The project also disseminates this data to registered farmers over the
mobile- This helps the farmers in deciding the market place ior their produce.

TNAU Agri Tech Portal : This is a technology portal on farming, to integrate
Agriculture, Horiiculture, Sericulture, Seed, Marketing, Fisheries, Forestry and Anim.al
Husbandry. It is a dynamic and multimedia based portil for the benefit of field extension
officials and farmers both in Tamil and English, covering around 25000 web pages.
The launch is scheduled in August 2009. The process of conr,ecting TNAU centiesl3+
research stations, L4 KVKs, 8lcaderni" .u*irr""s and 4 Plant Clinic Centres) is in
Progress.

Expert System : The project aims at development of expert syster,s for crop
and animal enterprises facilitating instant decision-making pio..ss of the farmers
through ICT enabled mechanism. Five important crops have blen identified; they are
Paddy, Ragi, Sugarcane, Coconut and Precision Farming Technolo gy for Banana. The
animal enterprises include management of important diieases and nutritional disorder
of Dairy cow, Sheep,__9oul and Poultry birds. The expert system will also be synergized
with the existing KVK e-linkage system for its implementation.

Agriclinics.and agribusiness centres : The University implements the GOI
sponsored which focuses on training the unemployed agriculiure graduates to offer
private extension consul'rancy services hither to dominated by local tiaders and agents.
. Tamil Nadu Agricultural University has so far trained tOZ Agrl.Graduates out cf
whorn42 have started Agriclinics and Agribusiness centres and other related ventures,

Community radio: The TNAU, Community Radio Station which has the
coverage of 15 to 20 km, has the feature of 'e' component in it and hence the broadcast
Programme is integrated into the e - Extension network. So far 120 prograrrur,es have
been prepared on various aspects of farming, programmes implemented and success
stories.
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Weather Advisory services : Short term weather forecasting messages aredirectly disseminated to the farmers through various media. This helpi the farmers indeciding the farming operations promptly-and precisely. Automatic Weather Station(,qws) is provided for all the 385 blocks of Timil Nadu under Weather Forecast
Insurance Scheme. In the First phase, AWS has already been installed in224 blocks.

open and.Distance Learning : The Centre presently offers ihree p.G. Courses,
3 P'G. Diploma Courses, 21 Certificate courses in Tamil and 9 Certificate courses for
urban dwellers in English. Farmers can enrol for various certificate prograrnmes in

. tamil.

Policy Perspectives

Regional priorities in agriculture and allied sectors are to be identified in
participation with the local rural people and these has to be given due
importance in implementation.

Promotion of-commodity groups for strengthening the technology transfer
efforts as well as market led production.

Effective utilization gf services-of organised local groups Iite setr Help Groups
for knowledge delivery through series of purposive triinings.
Promotion of private sector investment and participation in knowledge
dissemination throreh ICT tools. Projects should be on a public private
partnership module so that high end technologies reach tire last iril" i1 u
sustained basis.

dissemination of technologies.

Efforts are to be made to provide information on various development
prografiunes of the Government related to agriculture and allied sector as to
access and realise the benefits of the prograrir,mes. Use of mobile services for
such efforts wonld make the reach faster and fruitful.

The State Agricultural University located all over the country develop many
crop Production and postharvest oriented technologies. The rich knowledge deielopei
has to be transferred to the farmers who are the bnd users. Developrr,Jnt of such a
knowledgeable and resourceful rural population is imperative to overcome the
agricultural stagnation that the country faces today. Unless knovledge awareness is
created among rural population the entire research and education infrastructure as
well as human resource so far developed will be ineffective.
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Importance of Public - private partnership'in Rural
Knowledge Management Some Ideas

Prof. C. S. Chakrabarti
Vice-Chancellor, West Bengal University of Animal and Fisheries Sciences, Kolkata-Zgo o37

Agriculture is the backbone of Indian society. Although from the point of GDp
Agriculture is behind Services and Industries buf from the-point of involvernent of
man power this is the largest sector. About 70 crores of Indian populations at present
are directly or indirectly engaged in agriculture.

At this moment Indian agriculture is in crisis for a number of reasons.
Productivity has gone down for rr.any crops. To revamp agriculture a total farming
integrating croPs and non crops (Livestock, Fisheries, Animal Husbandry) in an|
suitable combination is essential.

Throughout India most of the agricultural lands are with private owners. Many
of the land owners themseives are farmers, some are only land iolders. India is a big
country where nature of the cultivable land is different in different agrocrimatic zones.
Even, within a state like West Bengal, there are irrigable and rainfed areas as well as
non cultivable dry lands. In addition to this, the areas of land under the possession of
farmers are not iromogenous in nature. Some farmers are with big land mass and
some are with small land mass, some are marginal land holder and some are.landless
labourer. Therefore, it is not a simple job to induce the farmers for more production
*heie quallty of land is gradually degrading and cost for every items eJsential for
farming are going up day by day.

For rapid growth of population, village area is gradually encroaching the
cultivation land. Urbanisation, industrialization and expanJion of human habitat every
thing is puttin$ pressure on agricultural land due to socio-economic demand of man.
To increase production and productivity in agriculture knowledge and technology
evolved in the laboratories should be transferred to the field and laboratorv should
design their research works as per need of the farmer. The common slogan frorr, lab to
land be made a practical one by implementing this properiy.

In this Process of transfer of technclogy telecommunication, teleconferencing
may be very useful mechanisms. By this rnechanism the.;illages may be converted into
knorvledge hubs.

l
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To achieve such goal the recommendation of Knowledge Ccmmission regarding
knowledge network may be taken into consideraiion.

To utilize the potential of institutions engaged in generation and dissemination
of knowledge in various areas, it is important to cor:nect them through a high-
speed broad band network.

The primary objectiveis to interconnect all our knowledge institutions in various
fields, at various Iocations throughout the country, through an electronic digital
broadband network with adequate capabilities and aceess sFeed to encourage
sharing ef resources and collaborative research.

quest_to h-qildquality irytitutions with requisite researsh facilities and to create
a pool of highly trained pe.rsons.

The Knowledge Network should !s sn'ned by the SPV consisting of major
stakeholders. Government ownership is not desirable, despite the fact that
substantial funding will be from the Government.
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Results r

A Scheme for Networking and Management

Knowledge Commission about Agriculture

Enhance and regulate the role of private players in agricultural extetsion delivery

The existing multi-agenclr and multi-media extension strategies need to be
coordinated, with some integration and interaction on content between various
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extension providers such as farm, schools, information kiosks, web-based providers,
kisan call centre, agri-clinics, mass media etc.

create a w-eb-enabled knowledge bank on all aspects of agriculture.

. ..?:.h i hoy|dge bank should strive to include all traditional knowledge that
is' credible plirr,ra facie or validated, all msdern knowledge generated by research over
the 

.y;ars 
with location specific features highlighted ut i ulpropriate i"r".-"ii." 

""post harvest and value addition aspects.

Knowledge Commission on Enhancing euality of life.

i Knowledge-Commission recornmend that every block in the country should
have at least one Pancltayat Gyan Kendrd peXt. Th; PGK can become a resource

,, ,ggsge 1o 
demonstrate best practices, evolv" tocat solutions,and sav! "* 

; ;;i;;
institution

Proper maintenance of such a system is very difficult in our country because
large portions of the agrarian society are illiterate or poorly illiterate. Therefore a proper
rhanngement system or a backup systern should be devefoped for proper maintenance
of the system.





Experiences of Stake Holders participation in
Knowledge Management

Dr.I. H, Kulka;ni
Vice-Chancellor, University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad

Abstract

The traditional three factors of production -Land, Labour zLnd Capital have become easier to
handle in 21't century but the fourth factor is increasingly becoming a hurdle or bottleneck for growth,
this is "Knowledge". It is at the heart of much of today's globai economy and managing knowlelge has
become vital for success.

The paper attempts to share the experiences of Agri Business and Export Knowledge Centre,
(ABEKC) in knowledge management in the area of production and markeiing involvin{ farmers,
government agencies and scientific community. The ABEKC within a short period bf time hal been able
to i.'itiut. a laige number of diversified activities through participatory 

"r"d.. F;;;.; ;;;; following
pre-harv-est contr-act method in most of the fruit crops fbr dirporing off thul. produce resulting in loli
returns for the efforts made. In this regard the centre sensitized the Mango growers in Dharwad district
anC as a result "Sufal Mango Growers Association" was established and registered on28/4/Z0AZ. The
farmers'are now procuring inputs collectively, sharing knowledge about production practices besides
marketing strategies. Meetings are held on the farm along with scientists. Knowledge is also passed on
to the farmers through monthly bulletins, mass media and handouts. This information flow has increased
the yields of mango considerably. Apart from this, the system also helped the farmers to sell their mango
fruits directly to the consumers in the vicinity of Hubli-Dharwad cities at a lower cost in cardboard boxes
by eliminating the intermediaries.

Sufal Pomegranate association in Bagalkot was also initiated under the guidance of the centre.
The centre has made concerted efforts in organizing awareness seminars on production technology and
succeeded in inviting exporters from Mumbai and Pune for procuremeni of fruits from Bagalkoi u."u.
The competition among the export firms coupled with good quality fruits meeting the export standards
led to substantial increase in the price level and thus enhanced the income of the farmers. The ABEKC has
acted as a liaison agent in planning for the creation of "Cold Chain Facility" in collaboration with VITC,
Bangalore , KAPPEC , Bangalore,Sufal Mango Growers Association and Sufal Pomegranate Association,
Bagalkot at Dharwad and Bagalkot districts for the benefit of farming community. Tle Centre has taken
a lead and organized seminars, group meetings and field meetings in collaboration with APEDA, KAppEC,
Visveswaraya Industrial Trade Centre (VITC), Dept. of Horticulture etc. Knowledge was also shared
through articles published through magazines and news papers iri local languagi for the benefit of
farming community. Even the lateSt information is also made available through the website in the form
of message and farmers comer. The All India Radio (AIR) and FM Radio of the University are also utilized
to reach the faimers in remote rural areas. The website (www.uasd.edu) provides information about the
centre and other information like. commodity profiles, news, seminar, etc. Provision is also made for
buyer-seller meet through intemet for trading activities of agricultural commodities directly. Forecasts
relating to croP scenario on production and marketing are also furnished in the website. It is a welcome
feature that some farrners sent their enquiry through mails.

Background

At various stages of civilization over the past five thousand years, successions
of factors have fcrmed bottlenecks on the efficienc], of human beings, threatening to

l
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reP-r-es9 the growth of civilization. Up to the end of 1800s, limits on amount of availablearable land ca''-sed probiems ut popnlutions were growing and there were more mouthsto reed' Then as large-scale :nanuiacturing came Into existence, urban labours becamethe most valuable asset' Following technological breakthroughs, machinery came intopicture of productiori and it began to impive the automation and induitry had nolonger to depend on labors to that extent. 
-But 

due to investment in machinery, capitalbecame all-important. Controlling flow of capital was forem;r; ;;ilm for theindustrialists at that time and suddenly capital L""u*" the bottlene"ilo .iti.iur,"y.

The traditional three factors of production - Land, Labour and Capital - have
become easier to handle in 21't century,l fourth factor is increasingly and fastbecoming
a hurdle or bottleneck for companies to grow. Tl-ris is "Knowleige,,, which is at theheart of much of today's globaf ."ot o*y-und managing knowled;; ir"r-;;come vitalfor companies success. Knowledge can be defined asi Ii'uid mix oflxperience, values,
contextual information and expert insight that provides a framewori for evaluating
and incorporating new exPeriences uttd infor*ation. Knowledge is information inaction' Knowledge is what people in an organization know ab6ut their customers,
prodt'cts, Processes, mistakes, and successes. Unlike the conventional Material assets,which decrease as they are used, Knowledge asset increases with use; Ideas breed
new ideas, and shared knowledge stays with the giver while it enriches the receiver.

Types of Knowledge

a) Explicit knowledge: It is the visible knowledge available in the form of letters,
reports, memos,literatures, etc. Explicit knowledge can be embedded in objects,
rules, systems, methods etc.

b) Tacit knowledge: It is higlrly invisible and confined in the mind o{ a person. It
is hard to formalize and therefore, difficult to communicate to others. A master
craftsman 1ftel Years of experience develops a wealth of expertise ,at his
fingertips'. But he is often unable to articulate +.he scientific or techrrical principle
behind what he knows' Transformation of knowledge from tacit to explicit foim
increases its usabiiity and visibility. Capturing the experts Tacit Knowledge that,
resides within him in the form_ of Knowledge Management is a process that;
continuously and systematically- transfers knowledle from individuals and
teams, who generate them, to the brain of the organization for the benefit of the
entire organization.It is the systematic, explicit, and deliberate building, renewal,
and application of knowledge to maximize an enterprise's knowled"ge-related
effectiveness and returns from its knowledge assets.

The value of knowledge assets

Knowledge assets are often described as the intellectual capital of an .;rganization
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The value of intellectual capital is often intangible

A popular measure is the difference between the cost of capital assets and the
cost of replacing them

What is knowledge management?

We define knowledge management as a business activity with two primary
aspects:

Treating the knowledge component of business activities as an explicit concern
of business reflected in strategy, policy, and practice at all ievels of the
organization.

Making a direct connection between an organization's intellecfual assets - both
explicit (recorded) and tacit (personal know- how) - and positive business results.

In practice, knowledge management often encompasses identifying and
mapping intellectual assets within the organi zation, generaiing new knowledle for
competitive advantage within the organi zation, making vast amounts of corporate
information accessible, sharing of best practices, and technology that enables all of the
above - including grouPware and intranets. That covers a lot oi ground. And it should,
because applying knowledge to work is integral to most business activities.

Knowledge management is hard to define precisely and simply. (The definition
also leapfrogs the task of defining "knowledge" itself. We'll get to ihat later.) That,s
not surprising. How would a nurse or doctor define "health care" succinctly? How
would a CEo describe "management"? How would a CFo describe,,compensatior{'?
Each of those domains is complex, with many sub- areas of specialization. Nlvertheless,
we know 'ihealth care" and "management" when we see them, and we understand
the major goals and activities of those domains.

The value of Knowledge Management

It is important to manage knowledge assets because -
Organizations compete increasingly on the base of knowledge (the only
sustainable competitive advantage, according to some)

environment)

Our products, services, and environment are more complex than ever before

Workforces are increasingly unstable leading to escalating demands for
knowledge replacement/acquisition
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Why rr,e need knowledge management now

Why do we need to manage knowledge? Ann Macintosh of the Artificial
Intelligence Applications Institute (University of Edinburgh) has written a '-'Position

Paper on Knowledge Asset Management" that identifies some of the specific business
fac:ors, including:

Marketplaces are increasingly competitive and the rate of innovation is rising.
Reductions in staffing create a need to replace informal knowledge with formal
methods.

Competitive pressures reduce the size of the work force that holds valuable
business knowledge

The amount of time available to experience and acquire knowledge has
diminished.

Early retirements ai-rri increasing mobility of the work force lead to loss of
knowledge.

There is a need to manage increasing complexity as small operating ccrnpanies
are trans-national sourcing operations.

Changes in strategic direction may result in the loss of knowledge in a specific
area.

To these paraphrases of Ms. Macintosh's observations we would add:

Most of our work is information based.

Organizations compete on the basis of knowledge
Products and services are increasingly complex, endowing them with a

The need for life-long learning is an inescapable reality.
In briei knowledge and i:rtormation have become the medium in which business

problems occur. As a result, rnanaging knowledge represents the primary opportunity
for achieving substantial savings, significant improvements in human performairce,
and competitive advantage

Roadblocks to adoption of knowledge management solutions

There have been many rcadblocks to adoption of formal knowledge management
activities. In general, managing knowledge has been perceived as an urunanageable
kind of problern - an implicitly human, individual activity - that was intractable wrth
traditional manageme:it methods and technology. We tend to treat the activities of
knowledge work as necessary, but ill-defined, costs of human resources, and we treat
the explicit manifestations of knowledge work as forr'.s of publishing - as byproducts
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of "real" work. As a result, the met;'ics associated with knowledge resources - and our
ability to manage those resources i-r meaningful ways - have not become part of business
infrastructuie. But it isn't necessary io throw up one/s hands in despaii. We do know
'a lot about how people learn. We know more and more about how organizations
develop and use knowledge.

The body of literature about managing intellectual capital is growing. We have
new insights and solutions from a variety of domains and disciplines that can be applied
to making kno',vledge work manageable and measurable. And computer technology -
itself a cause of the problem - can provide new tools to make it all work.

Limitations of mechanical KM

Reliance on technology produces consensual knowiedge (over-reliance on best
practices for instance) and may stifle innovation

The notion that 'right information' is predictable and flows from historical data
may be flawed

Making information available in not enough; getting people to use it is more
critical

Experiences of the Agribusiness and Export Knowledge Centre , UAS, Dharwad
in knowledge management

The centre within a short period
of diversified activities keeping in view
some of the important interventions in
knowledge sharing.

of time has been able to initiate a large number
the objectives set for the centre. Following are

the area of production and marketing through

1. Formation of consultative/core committee

A consultative committee /core committee was fornied within the University
representiirg senior -officers, scientists from various disciplines of Horticulture, Plant
Pathology, Entomology etc through planning a roadmap, synthesizing data collected
from multiple sources, presenting findings in consultative workshops and steering
committee meetings and drafting the policy and the perspective plan.

2. Organization of producer associations

The centre took a survey of the area under the jurisdiction of the university
comprising of twelve districts of Northern Karnataka and the crops grown which
have the potential for exports. To begin with, a few location specific areas and
ccimmodities were concentrated in view of tire fact that the technical man power has
been limited. Following are the producers associations organised
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A. Sufal Mango Growers Association, Hubli

In Northern Karnataka, the important districts gro\ving fruit crops are Bijapur
(19,007 ha), Belgaum (9,134 ha), Haveri (6,496 ha), Bagalkot (5,'1.47 ha) and Dharwad
(4,927 ha). The important fruit crops like Grape, Mango and Pomegranate are

extensively grown in Bijapur & Bagalkot districts. Mango is being cultivated in Haveri,
Dharwad & Belgaum districts on large areas. Under the present situation, the
cultivation of these fruit crcps in all these districts is gaining lot of importance. As a
result of this, area under tliese fruit crops has been increasing. On the'other hand

these fru-its are being highly perishable in nature with lower shelf life period; farmers

are experiencing greater problems in markeiing of these fruits. Presently for all fruit
crops farmers are following pre-harvest contract method for disposing off their produce.

Under this process of marketing, farmers are not realizing better returns to the efforts

made. In addition to this, currently no alternative marketing practices are available to

take up the sale of these fruits. In this regard a beginning was made by the Agri Business

& Export Knowledge Centre, UAS, Dharwad to sensitize Mango growers in Dharwad

district. As a resuit of thls "Sufal Mango Growers Association" was established and

registered on28/4/2007. With a series of discussions reiating to the PurPose of the

asiociation, critical interventions were designed and executed. The members of the

association sold their fresh Mango fruits to the processing unit namely Exel Fruit, Hubli

& Co-operative Mango Processing Unit, Varana, Maharashtra.tsy selling through this

method, farmers have eliminated.pre-harvest contractors and wholesalers. With this

method, on an average, farmers iealized Rs.18,000 to 20,000 thousand per tonne of

mangoes. While, before this intervention farmers were obtaining on an average

Rs:10,000 to 12,000 per tonne of mango from contractors and wholesalers. Hence,

direct marketing channel had helped the mango association members to improve their

income level to the extent of additional benefit of Rs.6, 000 to 8,000 per tonne. Small

farmers (less than 50 mango plants) and large farmers (more than 2O0 ma:lqo plants)

were accepted as the members of the association which speaks of social inclusion.

Moreover, there were some women members who were actively involved in the

interactions with regard to knowledge managernent

B. Successful Intervention in pomegranate marketing

Another successful venture of the Centre has been in marketing of pomegranate

in Bagalkot area which is a predominantly pomegranate gror,ving area, A growers

association in the name of Sufal was organized at Bagalkot. Hitherto, there were few

buyers who used to procure fruits at lower prices. The Agri Business & Export

Knowledge Centre has made concerted efforts and succeeded in inviting exporters

frorn Mumbai and Pune for procurement of fruits from this area. The competition

among the export firms coupled with good quality fruits meeting the export str,ndarcis

led tolncreuse it,. the price level from Rs.45 per kg of fruits to Rs.65 per kg thus enhanced
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the income of the farmers. The efforts of the Agri Business & Export Knowledge Centrehas been greatly appreciated and applaudel by the furmers'. rne preJdent of the
Pomegranate growers association put this fact on record through i-,ir uppr""iation
letter writien to ihe University.

2. Direct sr lling to consumers
APuri from this, the system also helped the farmers to sell directly their mangofruits to the consurr-r3rs in the vicinity of Hubli-Dharwad cities in p";f"J cardboard

boxes of two dozens-for sale directly to consumers at a lower cost. The mango boxes oftwo dozen were sold for lls.300 to 450 through the Agri Business & Export ftnowledge
Centre as well as directly from the farmer's iesidencf and farms. This direct selling if
mangoes has been experimented on a pilot basis and has'worked successfully. Furtier,
the packing boxes v:r€r€ rr?flufactured by a near by industrial unit at a reasonable
price resulting into forward marketlinkage in mango marketing. Thus it paved the' way for income generation on one hand and employrrrent generation on the other
hand.

Two sale outlets in Dharwad and Hubli cities were opened besides selling
through the Agri Business & Export Knowledge Centre, University of Agriculturai
Sciences, Dharwad as a pilot effort to populariie this method without explcting any
margin of profit for the service rendered. This mechanism helped the consurneis by
getting them good quality mangoes and they made repeated puichases which reflected
indirectly the satisfaction of consumers.

3. Reiuvenation of sick industrv

- A sick pulp making industry at Anawatti, Shimoga district was also reviewed
by providing share capital by the farmers of the u."u tiho are growing mango and
pineapple. A linkage with a MOU has been established betwe-en the"INFAM and
KAMPCO, to have a joint management of the factory which has'been in operation for
the last few decades and established a gco.d credibility and market but suffering from
capital requirement. Due to the joint etforts of the ABEKC and INFAM, fa--rmers

' contributed capital and loan to review the working of the factory to its, fullest capacity
and will be managed jointly by the farmers and.a few directors of 

'the 
factory. fh!

selfless efforts by the Agri Business & Export Knowledge Centre and NGO have been
greatly appreciated by the farmers and others in the area.

4. Organic Certification

During the interactions of stakeholders with the ABEKC scientists, the farmers
showed keen interest in organic certification of their farms realizing the importance of
the organic concept in the present situation. Hence, the Centre suggested ihem to go
for group certification instead of individual certification to minlmize the cost of
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certification since it may not be affordable to the farmers for individual certification.
In this rega.rd, around 30 farmers belonging to Sufal Mango Growers Association were
provided with organic certification from National Organic Certification Association
(NOCA), Pune and the Certificates were Cistributed to the farmers at Agri Business
and Export Knowledge Centre on1"6-04-2A09. The Centre is also making efforts to get
the farms certified as'EURAP GAP' at lower costs through group certification mode
which is helpful to farmers and certification agencies. This would enhance the export
potentiai of crops and attract the expoiters.

5. Transfer of Technology
Every month the meetings are held in the fields of farmers. During the

interactions, there is lot of technologies being transferred in either side. The information
regarding what to produce, how to produce, where to sell, prevailing price, value
addition etc are being discussed for the benefit of the stakeholders. Knowledge is also
passed on to the farmers through monthly bulletins, mass media and handouts. This
information flow has increased the yields of mango considerably. A farmer whose
mango orchard yielding 0.5 tonnes per hectare in the past is yielding about 2.00 tonnes
per hectare of mangoes due to active participation in the interactions carried out and
the light of information gained in the influence of knowledge dissemination.

6. Inter-institutional linkages

The Centre has been making all out efforts to establish a close network of various
institutions both government and non-government so as to have mutual benefits in
the promotion of production and marketing of agricultural commodities. The Agri
Business & Export Knowledge Centre has been acting as a liaison agent among the
various institutions. The Agri Business & Export Knowledge Centre has taken a lead
and organized sbminars, gioup meetings und field meetings in collaboration with
APEDA, KAPPEC, Karnataka State Tur Development Board, Visveswaraya Industrial
Trade Centre, Department of Agriculfure, Department of Horticulture, Karnataka
Chamber of Commerce and Industry , Certification agencies etc. in different areas of
the northern part of Karnataka, Through these initiatives the +;iious development
departments were able to channalize their innovative schemes and funds for the welfare
of target areas and groups in the field of agriculture and agro-based industries. Many
of the development institutions have come fcrward to extend financial and technical
support for development activities in production, marketing and value addition fronts.

7. Awareness through mass media

The Centre is propagating the benefits of good quality products and marketing
opportunities including export through commodity wise profiles in Kannada language
and distributing them free of cost to the farmers. A.rticles are also published through
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magazines and news paPers for the benefit of farming community. Even the iatestinformation is aiso made available through the websitl in the form of message andfarmers corner. The All India Radio (AI{) and FM Radio of the University are alsoutilized to reach the farmers in remote rural areas.

8. Creation of Web site (www.uasd.edu)

The website provides information about the centre and other information like
commodity profiles, news, seminar,':tc. Provision is also made for buyer-seller meet
through internet for trading activities of agricultural commodities directly. Forecasts
relating to croP scenario on production and iaarketing are also fumished in ihe website.
It is welcome feature that some farmers sent their eiquiiy through mails.

9. Infrastructuie creation

ABEKC has acted as a liaison agent in planning for the creation of ,,Cold
Chain Facility" in collaboration with vITC, KAi,pEC uid srful Mango Growers
Association at APMC ,Hubli for the benefit of farming community. Criation of a
"Pack house" in Bagalkot for_the pomegranate farmers=to avail remunerative prices
for their produce has been planned. The total capital outlay has been estimated at
Rs.22 crores and already the sanction has been issued by the fundir,g agency.

10. Conclusion

The ABEKC, Farmer's Associations and Government organizations have joined
hands to share the knowledge and capital to nange the upcoming activities in Northern
Karnataka especially in the area of transfer of technology, infraitructure creation and
marketing' The knowledge sharing has been yielding poriti re impacts on the farming
community of this area. The efforts of the ABEKC have been recognized by the faimefsl
public, government and non-government organisations reflected tirrough their
appreciations and awards.





Transforming Indian vilrages into Knowlede Hub

vice Chanceuor, Junasadlil;,*lr"r*rsity, Junagadh (Guiarar)

The salaation of India lies in the cottage-M. K. Gandhi

As we know th31 our country is consisted of about 5,,67,338 villages out which
there are about only 2./3 of village panchayats existing which clearly"indicates the
population is scattered in nature. Tlie population of tnaia has alreaiy crossed 1.02
billion last year. This alarmingly increasing population is putting great prurr.rr" on the
food grain production of the country.

Our country achieved marvelous success in food grain production in recent
year started with a bare 51 million tonnes in 1951-52 and ieached 208 million tonnes
in 20a2.It is estimated that India would need to produce an aclditional 50 million
tonnes of food grain by 201'0 AD to feed its anticipaied population in that year. This is
a major challenge not only for policy makers but more airectly to Agricultural scientists
and Extension workers also. On analyzing the croo productibn dat-a of previous years,
it can be easily to be understood that average yield of almost all the .rop, are far below
as comPared to the actual yield potentiai. The main reason behind this is the low
adoption of new technology by the farmers.

Keeping the above fact in mind, itis a top priority to transfer.available technology
to the farmers. Transfer of technology is a cltrcial prerequisite for widesprcaa ana
sustainable agricultural development. If is high time to make villages as knowledge
hub for transfer of technological know how for stake holders and tf,e peasantry.

Transfer of technology
Transfer of technology is the spreading of technology from one place to another

anci transfer of agricultural technology is the dissemination of agriculiural technology
from research station to farmers' field.

- Technology may be defined u, u *not" mass of knowledge and experi.r,."
relating to a product or process.

Classification of Technology

(1) Biological Technology- includes cropping systems; rainfed farming systems,
intercropping practices and mixed farrning.

(2) Chemical Technology- includes chemical fertilizers, herbicides, fungicides,
hormones and growth regulators.
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(3) Mechanical.-technology-includes tractor and tractor drawn implements,irnproved drills, power sprayers, dusters, machines and threshers.
(4) EmergingTechnology-includes IPM,INM,scientificwatertechnology, integratedpost harvest technologf, energy efficient farm machinery 

""d ;q;:;;enrs, soirhealth care on systern-tasis ani other plant ur,J uni*ul based technologies.

Another type of Classification of Agricultural Technology
(1) In The Physicar sense Agril. Technorogy Is Generalry of Three Types1. Out put increasing technology _e.g. improved seed

2. Factor saving technology _e.g. improved machine
3' Factor using technology -e.g. improved fertilizer formura

(2) In The Financial Sense Agri. Technology Is Of Four Types

1. High cost
3. Low cost

2. Medium cost
4. l.Io cost

The effectiveness of Transfer of Technology(TOT) is greatly influenced by theextent cf functionai linkages between u'a_ u*Jng four syitemi ,,amely Researchsystem, Extension system, Client system and Suppo"rt system.

Research system- It takes care of ihe production technology. Its outputbecomes the input of technology utilizaiion system. A process of feedbackshould operate at all levels. Strulturally this system consists of Agricultural
Universilies, Research Institutes, Centers of ICAR and other offiizations,which create new knowledge and innovations through applie? ,"s"uo.h.
Extension system- It comprises change agents, extension personnelbelonging to Government und Non Coulrn#"ntal agencies which act aslink between research and client system. Ttrc extension system establishesdirect contaii wiih f#mers in person, in-group or through indirect medialike newspap ers, magazrnes, leaflets, radii, teievision, etc.

- Client system -It is the technology utilization system consists of ultimateusers of technorogy. This term reflrs to farmers br un categories.-

Support system-It provides required input and manages agriculturaloutput' It consists of Government as well 21" private agencies, dealing withcredit and input supplies such as cooperativls, banks] ugro ir,a*tries etc.and those agencies dealing with processing and markEtir,g u1d- private
agencies.
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Characteristics of good Technology

An innovation is an idea, practice or object perceived as new by individual. The
speed of transfer of new_ technology or the adoption of new idea is depending partly
on the characteristics and nafure crf the technology. Certain farm practices ha.,re natural

. characteristics, which speed their rate of adopiion; other types may have retarding
factors.

1. CosL New technologies that are highin cost generally tend to adopt more slowly.
The farmers may adopt less costly idea as it involves less risk.

2. Complexity: The new idea that are relatively simple to understand and use will
generally be accepted more quickly than more complex e.g., seed treatment,
mushroom cultivation.

3. Visibility: New technology will generally be adopted more quickly, if it is visible.
e.9., effect of nitrogen fertllizer.

4. Compatibility: New technology will be adopted more quickly, if it is friendly
with farmer's attitude, ability, interest and past experience.

5. Utility: If a new practice is viewed as major improvement over existing method
it is likely to adopt rapidly.

' 6. Grcup Action: Some technologies require group adoption other may be accepted
on an entirely individual basis e.g., conkol of locusi.

7 " Profitability: Some ideas or technologies are more profitable which tend to fast
adoption.

8. Special Advantageous: Some ideas have special advantage e.g., eafly variety-
in rain fed condition early variety of crop will be adoptedvery fast.

9. Availability: trasillr available technology will be adopted very fast. e.g., seed
as compare'to tissue culture seedling.

Strategies to Transform Indian Villages into Knowledge Hub
Though there is an incensement in per capita availability of food grain in India,

there is no surety of filling the number of empty stomachs multiplied in the new
millennium. Unless we concentrate our efforts in this area, the shortage of the food is
likely to be one of the greatest probiems in the years to come. To achieve best result
from the agriculture, Indian farmers will have to make best use of .available modern
high production oriented agricultural technologies. It is said that out of ayailable
technoloqies with research system, only thirty per cent have been transferred or reached

l
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up to the client system' Therefore some suggestions have been made here in existing
system of TOT to accelerate rate of adoptibn of agricultural technology. It has been
told by Bill Gates that "Knowledge is power" likeiiise in case of agricu-liure everyday
the innovation is taking plu-*. at the globe so the village will have tJcope up with ihese
innovations to reap the rich harvest in their own enierprise.

Following are the steps to be considered for making villages into knowledge hub.

1. satellite Krushi Gosthi should be made available at village level
Satellite Krushi Gosthi is an interactive live telecast programme with one-way

video and two-way audio linkages. It enables the farmers sittingln the receiving station
of a remote ut"u of the state to-clarify their doubts and to interact with the scientists

' sitting in the central studio at Gandhinagar or state capital. The limiting factor of
existing system is that very few numbers of receiving centers are established all over
state. To establish receiving center, facilities like television, dish antennae and telephone
connection are needed. Thus, in rural areas also it is possible to start such kind of
receiving centers with the help of cooperative societies or gram Panchayats or farmer,s
organisations. So it is suggested that such kind of reception centers should be established
qot only in the villages of our country.

Advantages

1. It ts a new aPProach in agricultural communication. So it creates a center of
attention and provides nerv experience to the farmers to collect.the information.

2 ' It makes possible the two-way .;;;;i.uiion u"*een the farmers and scientists
sitting in two different places.

3: If system is made available at village level it helps to save the time and money of
the farmers to meet the specialist for the soluti,on of a particular problem.

4' It helps the farmers in the remote areas to get specialist's advice on various field
problems

2. Need to bring improvement in agriculture related programmes of mass media
Television channels like Door Darshan (DD), Etv, other TV channels

are telecasting agriculture related programmes everyday bui due to unavailability of
TV sets with farmers, non-suitability of timings and unavailability of location rp".ifi"
or region specific Programmes, farming community is not getting real advantage out
of these Programm€s; As a result of this, some changes uie required in the present
system.
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Suggestions

1' Government, cooperative- societies orvarious organizations like NGOs working
in the village area should take initiatives to provide TV sets and VCRs in each
village to watch and record programme relited to concerned crop or specific
operation of the area.

2 Agriculture related programmes should be telecasted at the most convenient
time of farmers and the frequency of the programrne should be at least twice in
a day.

3. Development of video library regarding the crops and practices concerning area
would be very helpful to the farmers.

4- Some times, one-way video and two way audio live programmes should be
organized like Satellite Krushi Gosthi to establish direct contact of farmers with
scientists. Because of availability of telephone facility with many farmers of
village area, they can ask direct questions to the person or agricultural scientists
delivering Programme on television. Now a days such kindof TV programmes
are ireing telecasted frequently on sports and election .For radio alio such kind
of two-rnray programmes should be organized.

5' More progra;nmes on successful farmers should be made for TV, radio and
print media.

6' All the newsPapers shoulci publish special weekly addition on agriculture.
7. Villagers are also viewing different channels in their TV through cable. If

information regarding agricultural practices is given on a strips thrJugh cables,
people can get interesting informationon agriculture while wit.ni"g enlrtaining
Programmes.

8. FM radio (Like Radio Mirchi) for agriculture purpose to be established through
which agricultural information can be given with various kinds of entertainment
programmes for twenty-four hours. Such type of special TV channel on
agriculture can be also started

9. Well-trained Agricultural Graduates should be given responsibility of production
of agricultural programmes for various mass media.

3. Adopt Simplicity in naming the technology

Usually the agricultural chemicals like pesticides; fungicides and herbicides are
bearing very complex and lengthy names. These names are very difficult to understand
and remember for farmers. So it would be better to give simple and common r.ames to
thesechemicals, so that the farmeis can easilyremember them. These simple and familiar
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names may also encourage the sales. Similarly most of the varieties available from
various universities and research stations are bearing difficult technical fl&rrrrs. If these
varieties were Provided familiar names like names of mountains, rivers, etc. it would
help the farmers to easiiy recall and use.

4. Practicability of new technology to adopt

The recomrnendations for nutrients are made in terms of amount of Nitrogen,
Phosphorus or Potassium per hector of land for different crops but there is no specific
chemical fertilizer available through which all the nutrients can be made available as
per the recommended dose to particular crop. It is very difficult for a farmer to make
out the nutrient content of fertilizer and calculate the requirement for his or,vn land.
Availability of specific fertilizer for a specific crop as per the recommendation of various
nutrients per hectare basis helps farmers to adopt fertilizers easily on their fields.
Fertilizer can also be made available in form of capsule or pouch for a particular tree
or Per specific crop and area basis. It makes the field application easier. Such types of
capsules or pouches of chemicals or pesticides as per the recommendations can also be
made available for the control of various pest, insects or weeds.

5. Improve peoples' participation in various extension programmes

From finding out specific problems, its solution, planning, implementation to
evaluation of the programme, peoples' participation must be encouraged to carry out
extension prograrnmes successfully. Implementation of the programme must be fronr
boitom to top level.

6. Linkages of SAUs with other agricultural developmental agencies

There should be a good linkage between agricultural universities and various
government, non-government, cooperatives and input supply organizations. These
agencies have very good contact with the farming community. Many farmers adopt
various fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides on the basis of guidance given by these
agencies. So it is desirable to provide periodical training to the persons of the various
input supply agencies. In most of the input supply agencies, inexperienced persons
are dealing with chemicals and recommending various remedial measures also. So the
license of the pesticides, fungicides dealership should be given to agricultural graduates
only. It helps the farmers to 'eceive better service and advice.

7. Combination and modification of extension methods

Now a days many modern types of equipments like computer and interactive
television programmes are beir.g used for dissemination of agricrrltural technologies.
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Bui most of the old aged farmers like traditional methods like puppet show, street
{uyt folksongs etc., whils younger generations like modern devic6s ,r.h u, Television,
Computers etc. The combination of ihese two methods helps to attract u *ia" range ofaudience from older to younger people. For ex-ample terecasting of drama, puppetshow and folksongs etc, related to technology dissemination attracts both elder andyounger farmers.

8. Availability of rural agricultural libraries
Many rnagazines and journals are available in urban areas, but agricultural

publications are rarely available in rural areas. So, the establishment of rural libraries
for agricultural publications is obligatory for the literate farmers in rural area. In additionto this, audiovisual materials like Audio / videocassettes and CDs should be madeavailable on new technology to the farmers on rental basis through rural agriculturalllbrary.

9. Internet facilities at village level
The farmers {rom villages can have a direct access to modern technologies ifevery village is connected with Internet facilities. The farmers from villages can have

a direct contact to modern technological advancements through r".n ru"iriiy and can
share their knowledge with the farrners of other villages and countries. This will have
Positive impact on faster dissemination of agriculturil technologi"r. vo,rr,f educated
farmers can be trained and their services .u^ Lu utilized for this plrrpor". Inbrissa, theKVK has started Information Centre where Internet and other r"q*rea facilities have
been installed carefully. Many v'illages of Gujarathave already corinected with e-Gramand taluka with e-Dhara.

10. Use of local resources available

Old farmers are rich sources of indigenous technologies. But in modern days
and age, farmers have not aware regardiig the importan"ce of the technology. Soextension worker should accumulate such:knowledge fro* tf," ora 

"g"a farmers,
transfer it to the younger farmers and motivate them to-use locally available indigenous
technologies like botanical pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers, etc. Extension functionaries
for young falmers should also arrange field visits of the fields of those farmers who
have successfully adopted modern or indigenous technologies. 

-- -----

1L. Establishment of farm ciinics and service centers in villages
Service centers help the farmers to get good services and quality inputs from

their villages. Nor'v a days most of the agriiultural inputs are available in town areas
only. Farm ciinic helps farmers to solve their field problu*, at low cost. Ajricultural
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Sraduate can be deputed and given responsibility to run sucF clinic and service centers
as suggested earlier.

12. New role of voluntary organizations

These organizations should give up their traditicnal outlook and should play
the role of marketer and service providers to maintain mi:chineries like pumps, power
tillers, sPrayers and low cost farm implemenis.Instead of doing only extension work
they should do something to solve the problem of marketing of agricultural products.
They can also help farmers to educate and adopt value addition process in agricultural
products for getting higher prices.

13. Encouragement to private extension service

Private extension service provides job opportunities to unemployed agricultural
graduates. For them it is one of the best fields to start self-employment ventures. To
encourage such service, Government should provide some financial help to agricultural
graduates at the initial stage so that unemployed agricultural graduate can be rnotivated
towards such kind of activities.

14. Appointment of Agricultural graduate in each village

In the present system of TOT through T and V system, the technology
dissemination activities of each village are assigned to Agricultural Diploma holder
village level workers. To a certain extent the extension wcrker can assist farmers in
resolving problems but in case of critical problems such as devastating diseases, pest
attack etc. they might not be able to solve such kind of problems due to the lack of
strong theoretical background and practical exposure. It may affect the credibility of
whole system to the farmers. So it would be better to appoint Agricultural Graduates
as Agricultural Officers at the village level or the Panchayat level. They can easily
solve most of the field problems with the help of their strong theoretical and practical
exPosure and experience. Such concept has been successfully adopted in the state like
Kerala.

Advantages

1. Agricultural graduates are able to solve most of the field problems and they can
also provide proper guidance to the farmers in each and every crop production
activities. This helps to improve the credibility of the whole system.

2. Agricuitural graciuates are well trained for the effective interaction with farming
community. So they can easily make good contacts and string relationship with
farmers.
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3' Agricultural graduates are able to formulate various projects or programme
sPecificforaparticuIarareawithfarmers,participation.

4' Agricultural graduates will be able to conduct various classes and training
Ptogrammes for the farmers to help them to solve various fietrd problems on
their own.

5' This helps a lot to create new job opportunities for Agricultural graduate:.

L5. Establishment of Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITKs) Centers
The traditional knowledge of the farmers should be documented and tested the

lafign{ity of each practices followed by them in agriculture and allied fields with the
help of agricultural scientists. If there isiationality ior the benifit of the fut*", it shoud
be recommended for the farmers.The NGO tike 

-SruSff 
,Ahmedabad has documented

such practices since two decades in the field of ugri."itu*;;;ih.d ffi;.
16. Traditional mass media should be used for knowledge dissemination

farmers' illiteracy rate may be high and they *uy not U! in position t" p"t."i,r" in"
message conveyed through the sophisticated media.

t7- Participation of farmers in Krushi Mahotsava, Farrner's day, Scientist,s day,
Frontline Demonstration, C:opfortnight Celebration etc. for u*ur"r,"r, and adoption
of innovation at grass root level.





Agricultural Knowledge Managenrent strategies through
Partnership among stakeholders: Experiences cf IARi

Dr. K. Vijayaragavan
Head, Division of Agricultural Extension IARI, New Delhi-110012

In the past the public sector has remained as the major player in development
and transfer of farm technologies. However, we all know tirat generation, processing
and utilization of agricultural knowledge is not only limited to public ,".to., but a
number of actors such as farmers, extension personnel, private ,e.tors, NGOs etc., are
involved in it. The eighth Millennium Developmenf Goal, ,,to develop a global
partnership for development" highlights the importance of involvement of ali the actors
in partnership mode to strengthen the agricultural knowleCge system. Partnership
among scientists, extension personnel, farmers, private firms, and NGOs will help in
tapping the power of diverse actors which will result in finding solutions to complex
agricultural problems faced by us.

This paper discusses some of the experiences of Indian Agricultural Research
Insfitute in agricultural knowledge generation and transfer.

Partnership in Technology Generation: Efforts in partnership with private
sectors for variety development have been made very recently. The IARI in collabbration
with Sipani Farms, Mandsaur(Madhya Pradesh) is trying to develop improved pigeon
pea with shorter height , determinant type, shorter duration and higher yield..-The
contribution of Sipani Farm will be provision of germplasm.

Paitneiship in Technology Assessment and Refinement: Partnership with
farmers in technology assessment and refinement is an important component in 

-overall

technology generation and dissemination. A Centre for Agricultural Technology
Assessment and Transfer was established during 1996 for this purpose. Experiences
show that participatory technology assessment through farmeri organizations is
effective in identifying location specific technologies for the farmers which could
increase farmers' income.

Commercialization of products and processes: Commercialization of products
and processes through public-private partnership has been one of the main Jtrategies
of sharing knowleCge for agricultural development at IARI. Several products and
Processes in agro-chemicals developed for pest control have been licensed to private
firrns and industries. Some of the recent products which have been comrnercialized
are as follows:

1) Pusa Hydrogel: This is an environment friendly technology and the hycirogel
polymers applied in the root zones enhance the water holding capacity of soil

51 --
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and reduce the water losses. 'Hydrogel technology' developed by the Division
of Asricultural Chemicals holds a great promise in rainfed agriculiure and those
areas which face water scarcity.

Pusa Nema Cel: I'usa Nema gel is a bio-pesticide which contains an indigenous
insect killer 'rematode Steinernema thermophilum which was isolated ai IARI.
This nematode species is heat tolerant and can kill a broad range of soil and
ioliar insect pest such as diamond back moth, gram poc berer, rice borer, white
fly, cabbage butterfly, cotton boll, worm termites etc.

Reduced Azadirachtin : This is a neein biopesticide.

Partnership in Technology Dissemination

Partnership with farmers: Initiatives in Participatory Seed Production: Several
varieties of crops and hybrids have been developed by National Agricultural Research
System. However, their diffusion and adoption among farmers have been very low
due to poor multiplication of seeds by government agencies. In order to solve this
problem IARI has experiments successfully with the following three models of public
-private p_artnership in seed production (Patil and Dadlani, 2A09): Model 1: Seed
production through progressive farmers to meet the demands of seeds amongst the
farmers in the village. Model 2: Seeci production through progressive farmers with
buy-back arrangement at IARI. nfodel 3: Seed produitio.r b| tarrncrs facilitating
establishment of farmers' seed companies.

Partnership with Farmers' Qrganizations: Partnership with farmers'
organisations in villages of states like Delhi, UP and Rajasthan have been established
to promote community based extension to transfer the technology developed by IARI
as well as empowering them to solve their problems related to availability of inputs
like seeds fertilizers etc. The experiences show thatmobilizing farmers through farmers
organizations like Rural Social Center (Cooperatives) have helped the farmersio increase
farm pioductivity and income. In the state of Rajasthan, these farmers' coopefatives
have helped the farmers in adoption of bio-gas technology

Partnership with SAUs/ICAR- Institutes: In order to speed up the diffusion of
IARI varieties and technologies the IARI has developed a National Extension
Programme which is based on partnership rnode between IARI anC SAUs/ICAR
In-stitutes. Under this programme collaboration has been made with the following
agricultural universities and ICAR institutes: Marathwada Agricultural university,
Parbhani; Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahuri; Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi; Indian Institute of Vegetable Research, Varanasi; Birsa Agricultural
University, Ranchi; MPUAT, Udaipur; National Centre for Rapesee.i and Mustard,
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Bharatpur;Navsari Agricultural University, Navsari; University of Agricultural SciencesDharwad.

Partnership with NGos: Partnership with NGOs has been established forpromotion and diffusion of IARI varieties.

Private-Public Partnership for diffusion of improved crop varieties: The IARI
has adopted a partnership mode the private sector in seed production of improved
9199_ 

varigties especially in the case of rice hybrid PRH - ro. fhe IARI has signed aMou with about 15 private organizations foi production of hybrid pRH _ 10.

Conclusion

The experiences of IARI in agriculture knowledge managemeirt through
partnership amongst stakeholders have revealed that knowlJagu *unlgement requires
an effective linkage and communication among different p"artners "ur,Cer win-win
situation for all the partners involved..- The knoriledge developed has to be not only
relevant but also useful but also cost-effectiyg. The agiicultural research organizations
are knowledge intensive organizations and hence there is a need for the scieniists to
use their creativity to acquire new knowJedge in collaboration with other stake holders.
The success of present agricultural research organssations will depend upon to what
extent they learn from different stake holdets uttd suitably modify their programmes.
]hus, in the coming yeaT the agricultural research and extension agencils h"ave to be
learning organizations. Giving a fillip to partnership demands mu"tuality in process
arrangements. .
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_- Enhan_cing Rural Agricultural Knowledge competency
Through Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

Dr. R. K. Samanta
vice-Chancetlor, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyaraya, west Bengal

Prologue

The prime objective of agricultural extension programmes has been the
enhancement of Rural Knowledge competency of farmerslnd rural peasants for
facilitating their farm economic activities-regllting in their better livelihood security.
And in the 2L"tcentury, in the context of globaliiation where while world has been
transformed in to a boundary less Knowledge Society, the enhancement of Rural
knowledge Competency would very *.r"lidupend on use of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT). ICT has a lirge potential to make extension
programmes more effective and to decrease their costs it tn" same time.

There is no doubt that agricultural extension is an instrument of change. It
enables farmers to seek and adopt-desirable changes in farming.Its focus is on technology
improvements, leading to human resource development. In every culture, agricultrire
normally keeps changing, either slowlli or rapidly. The role of agricultural exiension is
to make this process more purposeful. As the economy expands and technology
advances, agricultural extension does not remain a matter of choice, but becomes a
socio-economic necessity (Dw ar akinath, 2006).

Further, experience over several decades has shown that no single approach to
agricultural practices produces the optimum output from land e.rety*hei". plot-to-
plot variation in soil composition, micronutrlents, moisture availability exists and
scientific inputs vary depending on the specific crop and the stage of crop growth.
Post-harvest techniques, which add value t9 the produce, are notcommon foi ril .ropr.
Therefore continuous interacfion between the farmers and the agricultural scientists is
essential to determine relevant and appropriate action. Such interaction is only possible
if farmers have access to, the scientists and agronomists,

Furthermore, in a scenario of multiple and integrated *urt"i, with frequent
price fluctuations, the farmer must know *[l"ru and whJn to sell in order to maximize
profits. To mitigate the unpredictability involved in agriculture arising from market
changes as well as inclement weather, water scarcity, crop disease, pest attacks and so
on, a farmer requires an appropriate form of crop insurance. He can also want to
reduce market risks by trading in derivative instruments such as Options anci Futures.
Clearly there is a need for the farmer to be connected at every ituge to a suitable
knowledge and information base, and a source of appropriate training and advice.
The role of Information and Communication Technologres (ICT) therefore becomes
paramount (R*machander and lhunihunzaala).
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. The fmportance of ICT in Agricultural Extbnsion
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have an important roleto play in agriculture. A definition from the o""r!"ur 

_neveloprnent r"riii"tJ (ai;i;report on ICTs 
""9 T::"1 D-evelopment is as foliows; "ICT are tlhor. technologies thatcan be used to interlink informaion-technology devi.es such as personal computers(PCs) with communication technologi# ,r.h-'u, terephones and theirtelecommunication networks. The PC and T"pl"p- *iit, .-*uit ana Internet providesthe best example'' The report goes on to say tirat'the range of technologies that can beincluded within tSI tt, irrcreasing all the time and that several other devices such asdigital cameras, digrtal video 

"uL"ru, and players, personal digital assistants, slideprojectors and mobile telephones are also becomrngcoinpatible wiih these technologies.Therefor-"an expanding assembly of technologies"that cl., be used to .ol""irtore andshare information betw_een p"opt" using *rritipl" a"r.i.u, and multiple media,, cannow be categorized as ICT, while the term tCr is of fairly recent origir,, th"r" hurr"been other forms cf communication used in the past, such as radio. television andprinted documents, which have now been terrned i'traditional ICT,,. Their main' distinction form "modern ICT" is the-fact that they p"r itt"a onrir a one-way systemof information dissemination, while the latter utto.,i" ior a aialogue. This differencehas-vast implications for the use and relevance of these technologiJs. In this section weexplore the role that ICT can play in strengthening agricultural extension, and itsparticular rmportance in todayt world.

Challenges for Extension and its Managers

In the emerging global scenario, the task to extension has now become to bemore challenging which demands a system of market-Ied extenii;;"1-;;;hnology
transfer with specific focus on diveisification, post harvest management, exportorientation, market 

-intelligence and 
"orrr.rrrr"i orientation. However, the mostimportant challenge for the future extension system anci its managers would be theManagement of Knowtedge.In the coming y"ur", the success of a fainer is loir,g to ueprimarily dependant uPon his level or mo*teage. Agrieultural extension pr"c,grammesneed to be oriented towards enhancing the deC"isiorimakilg abilities ,f ;"rri;".p;;especially farmers, by expanding ti'eir exposure to "ril"ti"" ;;g;";;;lon andmanagement skills in. a knoztttedgi-intensiai manner and not just .?* ug.i".rlturalproduction technologies alone.

Reorienting the standard of farmers, socio-economic level
Reorienting the extension system to effectively address post WTO
compulsion
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Production and market oriented communication
Strengthening of market information sources including price, storage and
transportation
Linking with weaiher forecast information
Concentrating on quality and value added production procedure
Dissemination of post harvest technology
Educating the farmers about sorting, grading and other market procedures

Knowledge Connectivity through ICT : A Means for Rural Economic Growth
Today, India is both a developed as well as a developing nation at the same

time' Extremely advanced forms of agriculfure and industry co.eiist with other forms
of yester years. Bridging this gap is the ultimate development challenge of 21"f century.
To accelerate the march towards rural rejuvenation, a wholesome andforward looking
scheme needs to be devised. In order to achieve our national goal to be a Knowteilg-e
Society, we can therefore launch a learning revolution in rural India through tie
establishment of Village Knowledge Hubs involving the integrated use of both the
conventional as well as upcoming electronic media like Intra and Internet, Information
Kiosk, Cable T. v., ludio (including HAM, Community Radio), Mobile Telephones,
Vernacular Press and oiher Print Media. And perhaps that will facilitate better ICT
use in enhancing farmers'knowleCge in their farming endeavour (Samanta,2009).

Farmers' Knowledge Society - Why?
For:

Knowledge empowerment and global access

Social Mobilization of the Community
Empowering rural people in decision making

=- Increased on-farm and non-farm employment
Increased capital flow and nigher elonomic security

ICT in Developing Village Knowledge Hubs
ICTs provide us a new opportunity to build up a confident, skilled and

participatory knowledge community that includes women also. Introduction of ICT.
as has already made inroads into our agricultural scenario, would be immensely helpful
to collect, store and share information between people through using multiple devices
and multiple media so as to bridge the perceived knowledge gaps at the rural nexus. A
range of information inputs and servic3s can be made available through effective use
of ICTs.



, - Disease forecast service
*'Orr1i* advisory and consultancy

Computer to Mobile,/SMS Broadcast Service

- Krishi Gyan

- Input Sector

- Farm Production Sector

- Processing Sector

i - Fest and Disease Database history

- short and'Medium Range Decision support on plant hotection
Annual Crop Planning

Weekly report on crop-weather conditions

- Agro-climatic Zones

- Climate outlobk Soil, Water, Radiation .

Distribution of plants
Production potential

- Seasonality anci weather aberrations

''

- PhYsical Indices l

- Chemical Indices

- Biological Indices

Epilogue

The country has made commendable stride in the ICT base.l knowledge
initiative. Tlie learning experiences from multimedia community centres or telecentres
through pilot prqjects have ushered a major paradigm shift away from irrdividual
connectivity. What we are to do now is to groove out of the pilot syndrome and develop
a national network of viliage knowledge hubs to foster Indra achieving its cherished
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goal to be a knowledge society. And the role extension system here is crucial. Building
mass awareness, developing local level linkages, facilitating usable and demand driven
content development, capacity building of the stakeholders for managing the village
knowledge hubs and empowering the rural managers for rendering sustainable ur,d
scalable services are the tasks ahead for extension managers.

ICT becomes extremely important here as it provides a means for the farmer to
gain new knowledge and interact with participants in this market. Eventually, however,
the farmer will benefit only if his knowledge system is able to incorporate the new
inputs he gains. The Intemet kiosk in the village could play an extremely important
role in bridging this gap.

The kiosk should become a village knowledge center, through which a farmer
can access all kinds of information and interact with experts, financial institutions
and the market. A "farmers'club" can be set up in every village kiosk that meets at
least once a week. The farmers could exchange information and knowledge amongst
each other and use the Internet (through the kiosk operator) to access information and
interact with farmers in other villages, thereby enriching their knowledge base. Further,
farmers could also have access to experts in research institutes,.ask questions and
discuss their particular problems. Such interaction would enable farmers to cope better
with new technology and use it appropriately in the context of their particular plot.
The Intemet kiosk would also enable them to better unders.tand the global market and
trends in commodity pricng.
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ICT for Empowerrnent of Knowledge to Rural
Livestock Holders

vice-Chancenrr,ramill.r""rl;i;*ilglllharsciencesuniversity,
Madhavaram Milk Colony Campus, Chennai-600 051

The greatest challenge of today is the improvement in the quality of human life
particularly of the-rural people through eradicaiion of poverty und h.rng., and overall
achieving rural-urban balance. Livestock being the pivotal sector of ruial economy in
India, the empowerment of the farmers in taking iniiiatives and decisions will help in
shaping the future of the farmers' economy. ihe challenge of eradicating poverty,
hunger and malnutrition is essentially u pto-blem of low income rather thani problem
of low production and productivity only. The majority of world's one billion poor livein the rural areas of the developing countries, who ire mostly small-scale iivestock
holders. At present, there areZ.4billion people working in agriculture animal avocation
representing a5% of the world population. Farmers as producers of food must have
an enabling environment for access to know-how and do-how for realizing the full
potential of modern technology.

As Livestock rearing including fisheries apart from Agriculture is the main source
of earnings for the majority of the people and ihe use of Information Communica-tion
Technology (ICT) systems in these sectors are very much essential to reap its unutilized
potentials and thereby improving the socio economic conditions of thl rural people.
Proper initiatives need to be taken to utilize ICT systems in Livestock based indlstries,
Animal Science research and dissemination of Livestock technology, Livestock business
development to the farmers and preparation and maintenance of domestic animal
database.

Societies and governments must explore the possibilities of application of ICT
to Livestock development through effective rural - to - rural and ruiai - to - urban
linkages. A pluralistic system needs to be envisioned with many players for promoting
effective use of ICT for the benefii of the l.ivestock farmers in.t.tilng Government,
Corporate, Private, NGo and other Farmers' organization in various f"orms.

What is ICT
ICTs are those technologies that can be used to interlink information technology

devices such as personal computers n'ith communication technologies such is
telephones and their telecommunication networks. ICTs, therefore, are in expandilg
assemblyof technologies thatcanbe used to collect, store and share informationLetween
people using multiple devices and rnultiple media. The most common perception o{
ICT is that of computer and the Internet, including common technologies of radio,
television, telephone and fax system, video program, teleconferencing, vidro
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conferencing, wireless and satellite technologies being used in ICT activities. The range
of technologies is increasing all the time and there is a convergence between the new
technolagies like digital camera, mobile phones and conventional media. Thus most
devices can now be linked to others to share and exchange information and allow it to
be used in such a way that the devices can also be categorized as ICT.

Web
The web is the largest and richest Livestock information system in the world.

Its massive holdings, covering all aspects of world animal ,"so,rr.es, natural resources
and food systems, enable farmers to locate needed information to improve productivity,
plan for weather contingencies, access research, forecast, diseaie protle*", take
precautionary measures, visualize precision data, manage finances, buy inputs and
sell outputs and monitor prices of Livestock products in local as well as world-rnarkets.
The Web is surely tiie most promising way of extension services to reach more farrners
with better services (Schmitz, 2001). The Distance Education for agricultural and

' rural development has been described as 'The Third Wave' bv Cook (1995). For the
first tirne it is possible for many to communicate with many as easily as one person can
address one other or a group (Rowntree, 1995).

Extension through ICT

While the existing extension systems is unable to provide adequate rnformation
effectively and extensively to the Livestock farmers, i.he ICT provides the flexibility in
providing information on various mode of Livestock farming practices including the
Breeds, verities, productive and reproductive data; accessibility to the informition
without disrupting the, routine engagement in their farm activities and all other
information related to technology advances and global competitiveness. Information
and communication technology has been proved to be an effective alternative and
comfortable in providing needed information of varying nature appropriate to the
different farming environment systems/ location specific situations.

Farmers antl those who serve them must balance three formidable obiectives of
productivity, profi.tability and sustainability. There ir-u .".J ;;;;;; prlauctivity
to meet the growing demand of food for their own household; responding to the demani
of fast changing market opportunities for quatity and value added products for
increasing profits; and managing natural resources including water, soils and organic
by-products in a more sustainable manner.

Various telecasting organization like Zee TY and also Self-Employed Women's
Association. (SEWA) rely on Very Small Aperture Terminals (V-SATs). which are
connected to their own comrnunication satellites. These systems are a good solution
for isolated areas, particularly where terrestrial connections would be costly. The
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choice of Optcal-Fibre Cable routes were not used by most of the ICT projects. But
Reliance India has planned to lay 25,000 km of fiber optic cable and also d"oltop more
than 1-5 millions IT kiosks in rural areas along the way to facilitate high volume data
/voice communication.

Category of ICT Projects in Vogue

The first category of ICT projects (mostly Gowt. controlled or sponsored) provide
the rural people with all information and services concerning Governmentprogrammes
and schemes including land records, health services and public utility seivices.

Info-village of Pondicherry developed cornmunity ownership and collective
action with a "pro-poor", "pto-nahtre" and "pro-women" approach to development.
The network provides public services in local language in a multimedia fashion. It
also provides relevant information regarding fish density in ocean to fishermen
community.

In an experiment in electronic knowledge delivery to the poor, ten village near
Pondicherry in southern India have been connected bj' a hybrid wired and wireless
network consisting of PCs, telbphones, VHF duplex radio devices and e mail connectivity
through dial-up telephone lines - that facilitates both voice and data tiansfer, and
have enable the villagers to get information that they need and can use to improve
their lc;t.

Most of the operators and volunteers providing primary information are women,
thus giving them status and influence. All cenfers evolved themselves to meet the
information demands made by the community.

Information provided in the village knowledge centers is local specific and relates
to prices of livestock inputs and outputs, market (potential for export), entitlement
(the multitude of schemes of the central and state governments, banks), veterinary
care, cattle discases, transport (road conditions, cancellation of bus trips), weathei,
etc.

The Ministry of Information Technology has prepared a plan to cover over
600,000 public call office (PCOs) into public 'tele-info-centres (PTICi) offering services
like Internet browsing, fax e-mail and OTP.

The second category of ICT prdject largely addresses to trading and e commerce.
eChaupal project started in 2000 with 23 tele-centers in Hoshangabad district of
Madhya Pr"adesh and till now set up 4,L00 kiosks serving 21,0AA villages andl.4millions
farmers in 6 states of India with more than Rs.7.5 billion annual turnover.

63-
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ITC is setting up e-Chaupals across the agricultural belt in India to "offer the
farmers of India all the information, products and services they need to enhance farm
productivity, improve farm-gate price realization and cut transaction costs. Farmers
can access latest local and global information on weather, scientific farming practices
as well as market prices-at the village itself through this web portal-all. Chaupal also
facilitates supply of high quality inputs as well as purchas" of .o**odities at their
doorstep."

The third category of ICT projects provide number of offline, static content
including packages of practices, recommendations, locally relevant technologies,
Sovernment schemes etc. in local languages. Besides, experiences of successful ICT
applications in animal avocation in rural India and provision of numerous web-based
links to these sites will be available to farmers through these projects. These projects
have strong inter-institutional linkages to develop co-ntent and pioviding online-and
offline services.

The fourth category of ICT projects primarily address to issue of capacity
building and empowerment of farmers, farrn women, rural artisans and also large
number of extension personnel and use of ICT for education and alleviation of poveriy
from rural sector.

Tarahaat, named after the all-purpose haat (meaning a village bazaar),
comprises "a co.'nmercially viable model for bringing relevant information, products
and services 'via the Internet to the unserved rural market of India." It is to set up a
partnership between Developrnent Alternatives (DA), and NGO focused on promoting
sustainable development in India and iis ruial maikeiing arm, Technology and Action
for Rural Advancement (TARA). It won the Stockholm Challenge Award in the Global
Village category in 2001.

Information Technology Initiatives in TANUVAS
It is often expressed by the scientists cf extension centres that they have difficultv

in reaching large number of people owing to limited man power, transport facility,
high cost and lack of time. TANUVAS is also in constant search for newer, faster, and
economic methods of technology transfer system.

Village Information Centres

The flo'"v of information in the recent years is so nigh, To meei the urgent need
of finding out effective means of transfer of technology, the Directorate of Extension
Education has established three village information centres with ICT tools (Computer
and its accessories) at Chitheri (Vellore District), Kuzhumani (Tiruchirapalli Diitrict)
Puihuthamaraipatti (Madurai District) for Animal Husbaridry activities. In Fisheries
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development, similar ICT info-village has been established at Sethukuvaithan, Vellapatti
and Konbuthurai coastal villages.

Six women Self Help Groups are also identified at Cuddalore, Kancheepuram
and Chennai Districts. Computer and other accessories with :nbuilt CD writef UpS,
Modem Web camera, Speaker, Hand phone and 3 in i CD player are installed in all
information centers. Telephone connectivity is al;o provided to all sites. They are
provided with Audio & Video lessons (on CDs) containing Animal Husbandry practices,
Dairy and Fisheries product preparation, Value added products, general krrowledge,
tutorials and Tamil typing Software. A separate web portal in Tamil vernacular was
hosted, www.tanuvas.org/rural containing details on district profile, Animal
Husbandry, Agriculture, Horticulture, Fisheries Education, Home Science, Health,
Transport, Sports, Entertainment, Job opportunities, products marketing and financial
institutions.

Contents Developed

Tamil Nadu Veterinary and Animal Sciences University has also created its
own portal wwztt.tanutsas.ac.in with appropriate contents for the demand and needs of
local population. This web content is having information about dairy, sheep, goat
farming, piggery, rabbit, poultry farming anC other anirnal husbandry farming practices,
home science, agriculture, horticuliure and fisheries including information on health,
weather, education, market information and exclusive frequentll' arp*O questions (FAe)
for the benefit of rural folks.

Web poital Developed

An exclusive website, www.animalsciencesacad.emy.tn.nic.iin has been launched
for the web based / CD Rom correspondence courses on livestock and poultry inclucling
Animal Welfare.

Touch Screen Information Kiosks

' Si*t"en Touch Screen Information Kiosks have been established so far in
strategies locations. Software on Dairy farming, Goat farming, Poultry farming, ]apanese
quail farming and marketing avenues have been developed and installed in the touch
screen information kiosks for use of Stake-holders. A total of 2570 farmers have benefited
during the year 2007-08 alone through this information kiosks.

On-line Veterinary Services

L:nplementing Electronic Extension Services for the farmers of Tamilnadu in
collaboration with M/s. n-Logue Communication (P) Ltd. (Voice mail facilities) are
created at five District centres of TANUVAS.
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Distance Education Programme in veterinary & Animal sciences
It is well known that 65 per cent population is dependent on Agriculture arC

allied enterprise of which 50 per cent are youth who need agriculture and Animal
Husbandry education to make their business profitable and livelihood sustainable in
India. Distance Education is right option in this regard (Central Advisory Board on
Education Committee Report, 1994). The following certificate courses are being offered
to interested stakeholders.

- Dairy farming

- Goat farming

- Animal welfare (print and online web based)

- Livestock and Poultry Farm Manager

In addition, "Management of Infertility in Bovines", "Recent trends in disease
and diagnosis and treatment of ruminants" are other courses offered for the Veterinarv
graduaies.

Iry'eb Bbased and CD-Rom Based Courses

Web based course on "Animal'Welfare" for the farmers and CD Rorn based
course on "Optimizing cattle feeding based on locally azsailable fodder resaurctis"
were launched during 2005.

The deiails of the above courses can be downloaded from
www.animalsciencesacademy.tn.nic.in an exclusive website launched for the Tech
Mode correspondence courses.

Technologies Released and Documented
43 technologies were released by TANUVAS and these technologies were

documented as a booklet / CD ROM and released as "Technology Released by
TANUVAS" during 2008. Further this University has documented Success Stories of
different Livestock, Poultry and Fisheries farmers and the first copy of the Success
Stories document was reieased.

Video Conferencing
This University has launched an ambitious project on "Tele-Conferencin g" by

linking all institutions under its ambit. Though the ihitial motive will be acadernic and
research oriented, the network will be expanded to cover the stakeholders and address
their prol-,iems directly by the experts from the Institutions.

Optimistic Future
India has twin advantage of being a global IT Superpower and also being blessed

with rich bio-diversity especially the aninal wealth. The Government of India consider

l
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IT as an agent of transformation of every fact ci human life which will bring about a
knowledge based society in the twentv-first century. It plans to accelerate the drive
for setting uP a world class Information Infrastruiture with an extensive spread of
Fibre Optic Network, Satcom Networks and Wireless Networks for seamlessly
interconnecting the Local Informatics In{rastructure (LII), National Information
Infrastructure (NII) and the Globai Inforrnatics Infrastructure (GII) to ensdre a fast
nation-wide onset of the Internet, Extranets and Intranets.

The Government plan to take all the necessary steps to boost IT for agricultural,
livestock avocation and integrated rural development. Tbwards this end, a"number of
demonstration projects neeC to be devised in eaih State taking into account the specific
strengths and needs at the local level. A unique 'WIRED VITLAGES' pilot project has
been launched under the aegis of National Inforrnation Technology Tasi Force on
Information Technology at the Warananagar Cooperative Complex in-Kolhapur District
in Maharashtra. Efforts need to made to quickly replicate such projects in other states.

Conclusion
Livestock and allieC activities in India is no less than any primary sector and

more significantly it is the basis of rural India. The most critical faitor in treaking the
cycie of poverty and increasing thd income is through the empowerment that comes
from access to information and knowledge by the organiza.ticns engaged in the
improvement of Livestock sector. They have advocated the formation of information
system and-use of technology as a means of increasing the competence of marketing
systems and encouraging the orderly structure of animal agricufture

Briefly speaking, in theory, such a service can:
a- facilitate better quality production, better quantity, better post

production management;
b. add to improving the bargaining position of farmers ensuring them

justified price;
c. inspire competition among traders;
d. encourage the adaptafior, of supply to demand; and
e. assist in more effective Livestock policy formulaticn,

The provision of the requisite information to all the concerned users, by the
usage of appropriate technology, will facilitate the proper growth of the Livestock
sector largely. This will directly influence the Livestock farmers resulting in the growth
of rural India. Developing an efficient, relevant and srrstainable information system
based on right technology is not at all an easy job. Apparently, the problems are
many/ but it needs to be tackled as the benefits accrued will unquestionably outweigh
all those efforts, considerirg the plus factors for Livestock and other stakeholders.
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Use of ICTs for Hi"Tech / Specialised Group Entrepreneurs

Dr. P. Raghava Reddy
Vice-Chancellor, Acharya N G Ranga Agricultural University

Rajendranagar, Hyderabad - S00 030 (Andhar pradesh)

Abstract

The advent of ICT era is resulting in a sea change in the social and economic
fabrics of our society. It is also revolutionizing the way in which our technological
advances are being put to use in each and every sphere and is rapidly becoming u t*o-
way Process between the technologist and the end user. However, at the same time,
the rural India is yet to reap tire benefits of access to information and improved
communication to transform their agriculturally based livelihoods and to realizehigher
profitability in their profession. This intum, also, impacts the way our natural resources
are being put to use and the protection offered to our fragile eco-systems including the
germplasm' There are number of issues involved in providing ICTs to the village units
that will serve multiple benefits including agriculture. The biggest bottleneck is ireating
and maintenance of multi-modb information databases assuming that we can afford
to have communication infrastructure in an affordable manner in very near future, if
not today. Till such time, the uses of ICTs for agricultural purposes are taking shape
and functionality in cultivating high-end crops or in Hi-Tech entrepreneurships as the
return from such activities are high. This in turn, can be expected to be a pre-cursor for
further developments in uses of ICT for conunon agricultural purposes.

The use of ICT tools in specialized tasks involving agricultural components
requii'es both precise information regarding the enterprise and the collective requisition
from the participants in enterprise. It usually can be accomplished if the honitory
viability of creation, sustenance and the continual requirements are possible. Creation
of such packages also needs dedicated skill orienteei manpower and infrastructure
along with the specialists in the field of enterprise. Grape cultivation, dairies, tea &
coffee plantations, spices etc., are some of the high-end enterprises for which these
ICTs can be put to use at first instance. Encouraging private-public partrrership with
the manufacturers of the inputs used in these enterprises would help to popularise
these initiatives.
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How'-o Reach the unreached with Required Effectiveness -
SATCOM Experience

Dr. P.G. chengappal, Dr.K.Narayana Gowdaz and Dr.Doddahanumaiah3
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2. Dean (Agri), and Project Coordinator, Dni-RnnC, UAS, GKVK, iangalore-65
3. Associate Project Coordinator, DBT-RBRC, UAS, GKVK Bangalore-65

The greatest challenge faced by Indian planners is how to reach the rural people
. effectively to take advantage of the benefits of planned development programme.
Although several transfer of technology programs have been launched from time to
time earliest being the Community Development Programme (1952), in almost all the
development programmes the technologies and benefits meant for them have not
reached the end users in full form. Further, inordinate delay in communication through
different hierarchical system in each department as well as general slow process among
many bureaucratic svstems resulted in either partial or less realization of the usefulness
of development programme among stake holders. Yet another issue of concern in the
recent years is drying up of public extension system particularly at the grass root level
and unwillingness of many personnel to work in the rural areas especially in i'emote
areas.

Radio and Television to some extent have enabled in disseminating farnl
technologies to rural poor but Radio has the inborn limitation that it is one way audio
while teler, ision audio-visual media, with no immediate feed back. Even the print media
had the limitation of reaching illiterates and less affordable audience with hardly feed
back. A constant and direct feedback is essential for the users, since the recepiivity
and use of information will be much higher when felt needs are addressed immediatelir.
if Indian villages have suffered over the years, it is partly due to lack of timely and
dependable information support system. The necessity bf the powerful information
support system has become all th-e more important now than ever before in view of the
WTO regime. The farmers of India need to be provided with latest farm technology at
a shortest span of time from dependable source to run the farming on: a profitable
venture in the present day competitive world. Under the above circumstances, Satellite
Com-m.unication (SATCOM) has become handy to address the aforesaid issues in view
of lnformation reaching directly from the Experts (EC) to the grass root people through
its Village Resource Centres' (VRC) at quickest possible time with an opportunitylo
directly interact and avail solutions with the source by the receivers.

According to Dr. Vikram Sarabhai, founder of the Indian Space Program, "There

are some who question the releaance of space actiuities in a deaeloping nation. To us, there is

no ambiguity of purpose. We do not haae the fantasy of competing with the economically
adaanced nations in the exploration of the maon or tlte mpiined space flight. But we are
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conainced that if we are to play a ffieanintiitl role nationally, and in the community of nations,
?De rnust be second to nane iv the appii;ation of adaanced technologies to the real problems af
the man and society".

The Rural Bioresource Cor'iplex (RBRC) project funded by Department of
Biotechnology under the Mir.istry of Science and Technology, Government of India, is
implemented by the University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore since April 2005.
The Project is covering 8340 families in one Hobli located in Bangalore Rura! District
of Karnataka, with the overall mandate of enhancing income and standard of living.
One of the objectives of the project is to provide information support system to rural
farmers in order to empower them. Accordingly the project has established an Expert
Centre at University main campus and a Village Resource Centre at the project level
to fulfill its mandates.

What is Village Resource Centre?

The Village Resource Centre (VRC) or Village Knowledge Centre (VKC) is a
place to render a variety of services from a single window to remote rurai mass in a

given geographical area through modern information and satellite communication
technology viz Yery Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)/GRAMSAT/Leased line. The
Village Resource Centre is an information Kiosk that connect village level communities
to the Expert Centre which are located in strategic places. The VRC in the RBRC
Project area was established on L0-5-06 and covere d 195 programmes useful to rural
people. The main aim of Village Resource Centers is to empower largely unskilled
n4ral farrning families to make better choices and achieve better control of their own
deveiopment through building skills and capacities for enhancing their livelihood
opportunities. The programme is focused on reaching the benefits of satellite based
information technology directly to the communities at the grassroot level as a single.
window delivery system on agriculture, health, education and variety of livelihood
needs of rural mass. Therefore this information support system rvill provide the services
of Experts directly to the end users which take care off the distortion of the messages,
inadequacy of grass root level extension workers, credible information, timelinesi of
information and above all online feedback.

What is Expert Centre?

The Expert will directly provide information to large number of rural people
simultaneously through VRCs. Generally, the ECs are located in strategic places where
large numbers of experts are easily accessible. One such centre is located at the University
of Agricultural Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore, which has started functioning from 26th

Aprii 2007(fig-1) and had conducted L20 Expert Programmes till date covering crop
production and protection aspects, Harvest and Post Harvest Technology, Value



addition, Weather forecast information, Allied Subsidiary Enterprises and marketingwhich were found very much useful by farmers at the releiving end. The prograrnme
is c-oy1e{ ol e-very Monday as per the time slot provided by isi<o betwee'n ir.oo arraand 1'30 PM' Currently the Expert Centre programrne of UAS, GKVK are received by51 vRCs across the state out oi which 1z IryK; of uAS (B). Two more ExpJ Centresare established in Karnataka, one of ttrgm !r Mysore Resettlement and Development
Agency (MYRADA), Bangalore and other by KARUNA Trust, Mvsore.
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Details of Expert Centre programme conducted

Overall cb;ective of this information-support system is to leverage technologies
to reach the rural communities. The VRCs have wireiess or satellite coinectivity with
the nodal Knowledge Centers or Expert Centres. The farmers/receiverc putti"iir"ti"g
in the Programrne can directly interact with the experts through two way audiovide6
conference and get more details as well as solutions to questiJns. J

A Case Study

During 2005-06 
ihe- 

s.guthern part of Karnataka has received the highest rainfall,
which was a record rainfall in the last five decades. The intensity of ,Jir, *ur rr,oru
during the late Kharif coinciding with the harvest of the field crops particularly Ra&
and Maize, which 1re the major cereal crops of the area. RBRC nrolect operates in 25
villages covering 8340 families located in iubagere Hobli of Bangaior" Ij.,-,ral District

Agriculture
Production -38

Expert Centre
Teleconferencing

Programmes
120

Water
Managernent-8

Post
Harvest Value
Addition-1O
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Fig.,2, Dr. A.P.J.Abdul kalamji Former President of India interacting with the VRC participants from
xpert-Centre, GKVK during visit to Expert-Centre on 1-11.-2008.

in Karnataka. One junior scientist cover at the rate of 800-1000 families in the project
area. The junior scientists provide timely information on various agro technologies
including weather forecast. Timely weather forecast information helped many farmers
in the project area to take crucial decisions such as whether to take up harvesting or
postpone the harvest, heap the produce in case of onset of heavy rains.

Although precise quantification of economic benefits was not possible the data
generated through Participatory R:ral Appraisal reveal that majority of farmers were
able to save the loss a;rd obtained good grains due to the timely advice on the weather
forecast. In fact the farmers of neighboring Holli were envy to this and telling to us in

Fig-1: Experts interacting with the Farmers at VRC
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some occasions what sin we have committed in not getting such vital information and
we have lost heavily harvested ragi crop due to lack of timely information. Even the
leftover grains are of poor quality and un.'it for human consumption. The information
on weather forecast is aiso helping many farmers in the project area to schedule the
plant protection measures particularly for high value crops like potato, tomato and
grapes including minimizing expenditure on social functions.

A Study on performance analysis of Village Resource Centers (VRCs) on farming
activities of Karnataka by Shamna.A 2009 has clearly indicated almost equal number
of respondents rated the performance of VRCS on forming activities as medium (37.0%)
and high (34.5%) and little more than one fourth of the respondents (27.5%\ scored
the performance of VRCs on farming activities as low.

The major advantages of the VRCs as mentioned by the users were; VRC
programmes helped to increase the knowledge on various farming activities, learning
through VRCs are equivalent to face to interaction, important programmes could be
repeated on requests VRC programmehelpedtoimprove farmingand substantial saving
in expenditure due to saving in travel.

Benefits of SATCOM

1) Information to large number of people can be reached by a singie expert
simultaneousiy who are geographically dispersed

2) Learning becomes effective as there is face to face interaction between the expert
and the receivers.

3) Provide information on latest cultivition practices of different crops, altemate
crops and enterprises including Integrated Nutrient and Pest Management at
an opportune time.

4) Provide information on fcrecast such as rainfall, temperature, Relative Humidity,
wind velocity, wind direction, cyclone, earthquake etc for quick decisions and
actions.

Information on marketing opportunities, warehouse facility, value addition,
processing for taking right decisions.

Availability of various subsidies, services from government, corporate bodies
and NGO's for utilizing such benefits.

Information on provisions of crop, health and market insurance

s)

6)

/)
8) Enhancing the knowledge base on water, plant and other

the area including Indigenous Technology K,iowle,jge
natural resources of
for taking rational

decisions.



12)

13)

14)

1s)

16)
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r) Source of availability of various inputs, nursery seedlings, rates, quality, quantity
including availability of transport facility and fares.

10) Information on health related knowledge, including facility of super specialty
hospitals.

11) Information on remedies for simple ailments, village stories with moral values,
village history, village folk songs, village culture and traditions.

On line degree programmes can also be taken up.

Provide information on employment opportunities and legal aspects.

Receivers can also obtain appropriate solutions from Expert Centers by holding
live specimens/Samples at VRCs

Local extension personnel can also be empowered regularly.

Saving on expenditure due to savings in travel, logistics and replication of
teaching infrastructure.

17) System is scale neutral and can reach all Wpes of people irrespective of their
social or economic backgrounds.

1S) In the context of cost benefit ratio this method is less costly and more effective
in reaching large number of users.

Conclusion

The Indian farmers have suffered over the years partly due to lack of timely
dependable comprehensive information support for taking rational decisions. In this
context, Expert Centres and VRCs have great role to play in providing timely reliable
information at a reasonable cost to the farmers in'particular and rural people in general
for their developrnent. Therefore it is appropriate to establish one VRC in each Hobli
in the initial stage and tllereafter for all the panchayats in the country in due course.
One expert Centre need to be established for a given agro climatic region to provide
more specific and need based information to user groups. It is a $ieat opportunity to
extension professionals to update their knowledge and make use of this system for
reaching the farming conununity at a faster rate. Similarly it is an opportunity for the
extension researchers to explore how to enhance the system in terms of reaching every
clientele with required effectiveness as well as to analyse cost feasibility over other
methods. Considering the overall scope for providing a variety of information at a
shortest span of time, effectiveness and cost feasibility, it is for the policy ,rnakers to
make use of potentiality of the SATCOM application for improving the living standard
of rural people.
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Abstract

In the changing global scenario, the knowledge intensive development plays a pivotal roie in
characterizing the sustainable development of the rural people. As an aftermath of the emergence of
'knowledge driven economy' ais a vk'knowledge driven society', the need of the hour is to orient the
rural people in updating their skill and knowledge for making their identity in this competitive world
by utilizing the most modem technology, Information Communication Technology (ICT). To use the ICT
in fullest extent for sustainable development of the rural areas, it has been proposed to introduce e-
village initiative by using state-of-the.art high-tech Information and Communication Technology by
setting up Village Knowledge Hub (VKH). In such a knolvledge intensive environment, the present
conceptual paper has been developed to delineate the concept and modalities of Village Knowledge Hub
rvith the help of exploratorv or formulative type of research design. The details of the Village Knowledge
Hub is explained in the present-paper with some illustrations like Information village at Pondichery by
Indian Space Research Organisation-lviS Swaminathan Research Foundation, Warna wired village at
Maharastra, Technology and Action for Rural Advancement (TARA) haat, a venture of Devetropment
Alternatives enterprise at Punjab, Haryana, MP and UP and E-Choupal by ITC. Ultimately, to act upon the
principle of 'Think globally and act locally', Village Knowledge hub which can create a new saga in e-

learning solutions to make the knowledge village a knowledge-disseminating hub of the World, is
required to be established to face the challenges of 'the knowledge inteirsive and knowledge driven
society'.

Key words l Village knowledge hub, Knowledge village, Village knowledge centre, E-village, Information
communication technology, Sustainable rural development, E-books, Tele-medicine, Tele-education.

' Introduction

At the advent of rainbow revolution era, the knowledge intensive development
plays a pivotal role in delineating the sustainable development of rural people and
acts as a prime mover of-rural India. India has long been the pre-eminent knowledge-
disseminating hub of the World.'In-*e Indus Valley civilization, one of the oldest in the
world, dates back at least 5,000 years. From the Vedic age downwards the central
conception of education of the Indians has been that it is a source of illumination
giving us a correct lead in the various spheres of life. Knowledge according to some
thinker is th.e third eye of man, which gives him insight into all affairs and teaches him
how to act.

Today, economy is said to be 'knowledge driven economy'. This emergence ot
'knowledge driven economy' and'knowledge driven society' in this millennium market
place has ;iaced greater demand 6or a broader base of population to have broader
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knowledge and current information in the concerned field. This is very much true in
the agricultural field. A sample survey has revealed that 407" of Indian farmers desireto leave the vocation of agriculture which they found non-remunerative. one of the
rnain reasons of this is the-lack of,proper information at the appropriate time. This
changing scenario demands peopll to adapt new ways to update their skills and
ktrowledge for making their-id_entity i" this competitive world iy using most modern' tr:chnology, Information and Communication Technorogy (ICD:

Advance in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and especiallyin lVlultimedia, Networking and Software Engineering have piomoted the enorrnous
arnount of learning resources and Learnir,g Manugerient Syitem (LMS). t)uring the
last year thousandi of electronic texts, imlges, m"ovies and |ava application based
learning resources fiave been developed for leJrning purposes in Internet environments.

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is now the key enabler and
;r vital component of the new knowledge based 

".Jtro*y 
because it has rlvolutionized

the process of dissemination of knowledge and information. it is a maior factor in
economic growth and increasing productivity. India is increasingly integrating ICT
ittto its national development plans and adopting strategies for its wiJespreaipromotion
in all the spheres of economic activities. There ii a neeJ to ensure that the benefit of the
tCT percolates to all the different socio-economic strata and to the grass roots of the
fural India- The requirement of transforming a nation, into a t nor.iteage vibrant e-
Iearning en'!'ironment is vital.

The rural areas in India cannot be compared with its urban areas,.where needs
andservice requirements are at a vefy diffetent level. With poor existing infrastructureiti the rural areas,, delivery of services of essential requiremenis becomes in
itself formidable task in its 6,40,AA0 villages spread out in we.y type of agro-climatic
zones.

.Fitting into this overall knowledge village concept, it has been proposed to introduce
e village initiative to reach the un-reache-d, un-served and unjerserved areas more
effectively by using state-of-the-art high-tech Information and Communication
Technology by setting up Village Knowledge Hub (VKH). Knowledge Village should
be powered by innovations. Efficient utilization of the existing knoritedgu .u., create
r:omprehensive wealth and also improve the quality of our society i.e. life"- in the form
of better health, education, infrastructure and other social indicaiors and should offer
;r huge opportunity to collaborate with the Scientists, Academic Research schola-rs,
Un-iversities & Organizations, to creare a modern, vibrant Knowledge disseminating
hub of the World. It should bring about a fusion of Knowleage viitn Information'lechrrology, Information Technology Enabled Services and Spaie Missions Services
for disseminating knowledge to people in all walks of life through Satellites and Virtual
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Classroorns. In such an innovative communication climate, the present conceptual
paper has envisaged the concepts of village knowledge hub in u nltrhell.

Methodology

The exploratory or formulative research study was carried out to prepare the
entire content of the Paper. The major emphasis was given on the discovery of ideur,
insights and theoreticai construct. The survey of concerning literatut" *u, the main
base to formulate the theoretical construct.

Content

The Village Knowledge Hub (VKH) will be a place to render distant services
from a single window point to rural masses especially in remote areas of the country
thrgugh modern Information and Communication Technolog,rz. The knowledge hu6
will be connected to a central studio using technologies aiz. WiMax/VSAT/leased' line. There will be iive interactive sessions in real time by the central speaker with
audience at remote villages or content already prepared on any subject that the rural
communities might need or desire, will be disseminated. The purpose of setting up of
a VKH is to bring access to a range of services, content and information to people
living in remote villages or areas which do not provide such access otherwise.

The village knowledge hub connectivity through tele-communication with
satellite, high bandwidth fiber optic cables, wireless reaching the rural areas from
cities and through internet kiosks enables the rural areas to acquaint with the urban
facilities of the nation. The Knowledge connectivity (elvillage) provides education,
skill trainings for farrners, artisans and craftsmen and entrepreneurship programmes.
A proper network linked to the regional headquarters through the broadband fibre
and wireless connectivity, makes the people of the remote areas of the nation to have
a vision of the nation, and of the vital presence of their contribution of the nation's
welfare. Broadcasting facilities through satellite radios should provide adequate updates
of men and materials of the nation. Mobile learning and conneciivity enhances the
alert information during disasters. A proper disaster management system including
scholars, scientists, anJ technician btdy should be creatJd for handling disaster
situations of the future. The disaster management task is to track the disasters, predict
the calamities, handle the disasters with adequate technologies and enable a ieliable
security for the citizens of the nation. Disaster zones should be located and a team
should be implanted for proper study.

The remote areas of a nation should be networked to Knowledge Village hub
through the broadband fibres and wireless connectivities. Mobile cell phone with Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) facility may be provided for emergency communicaf cn.
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This will al'so Provide the population data, local meteorological and local sea staiedata through subject matter sp-cialists from the village knowlJdge hubs c-ntained fromnear by meteorological station, disaster manageme.rt ,tutior,r, inowledge village (e-
village) and the other service providers. The kl-rowledge village should lupport withcost effective safe techniques, training, application ir techiology, i*piorir:g thep-roductivity, proper mobilization of natuial resources, cost effective marl-eting
strategies, product branding, marketing for realizing the value added price, application
of technology fot improving-the productivity, storlge and preservation systems. Theknowledge village hub should create un e-rrillug" forr*. Tire purpose oithe forumswill be to provide the citizens of the nation *itt u public dlscussion arena. If they
want to raise an issue or concern they have the right io ,upr"r"r,t it for the well being
of the nation irrespective of caste or creed. u - -

E-learning is the presentation of a learning, training, educational program orknowledge dissemination by electronic means. ih" i.,t".u.tive e-learning basically
focuses on increasing lle quality, value and reach of education. TypicalTy used to
describe media such as CD /Dvn-ROM, internet, intranet, wireless andmobile learning,
knowledge management can also be included as a form of e-learning. Any learnin"g
can utilize a network (Local'Area Network, Wide Area Network or Interieg f* a"f..".yl
interaction, or facilitation. Using satellite based, internet based, and interactive
multimedia (CDIDVD /wEB /KroSK) technology to deliver knowledge to people begins
a nelv leap in interactive e{earning system. But the prevailing treid in e-learning is' merely Web Based Training (WBT) Computer Based Trainin[ (CBT), conversion of
data (bilingual text) from hard copy to aigitut formats, onliie'power-point slides,
streaming audio/video lectures etc.

Objective

The village knowledge hub will be rneant for extending the benefits of the
Information Communication Technology directly to the farmin[ communities at the
grass root levoJ for promoting single *ildo* deiivery of need-bised services relating
to the life rycle needg of rural population, viz. rain*ut", harvesting, natural resource
management, nutritional information including primary p.ocesiing of fruits and
vegetables, rural sanitation, preventive and crritive aspecti of healti and hygiene,
skill develoPment 

-and _linkage with market requirements and demands, capacity
building among village basedtrganisations and people or on any issue that the rural
communities would desire.

Expected Outcome

Dissemination of knowledge and services to the under-served, un-served and
un-reached areas

80_
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-

Training of trainers

Modem human resource practices for efficient service delivery
Improved organisation and better decision making ability in the comrnunity
Improved capacity within communities to manage vKH systems

Networking of governmental, non-governmental institutions, Panchavat Rai
Institntions, Self Help Groups

Knowledge connectivity

Bette; opportunity of employment

Availability of online market rates and better marketing of rural produce.

Advantages in a Nutshell

Interactive communication

Reduce dependence on the functionaries

Reduce dePend-ence on the midcile men

Easier accessibility to information

- Early warning of natural diitsteia

Provision of need based information for the stakeholders

Continuous availability of the information

Approaches

"Establishment of a Village Library and then gradually convert in to Village Knowledge
Hub".

1. To establish a village knowledge hub, a village should be surveyed properly by
interacting with people and local governing body.

2. After conducting extensive surveys and finding the needs of people, a suitable
plaee in the village should be located to provide the services.

3. ^After finding a suitable place in the village, it is establisf,.a.
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Deliverables

L' Daily Ner'os: Important headlines will be gatnered from different newspapersby the volunteers and they will write them on bilck board at the entrance of vKH.They will also subscribe to newspapers.

2' Employment Neuts : The volunteer will coiiect information from differentnews papers and tell them to villagers.

3' Eilucation News: This will inclucie list of educational institutrcns offeringvarious courses, model question Papers for entrance examinations an.l information cnaPplication of Diploma courses. The VKH will also look up results for students invillages.

4' Agriculture : The volunteers will call the near hub and get the prices of fruits,vegetables from a general/retail and farmers market societies and the infcrmation ispasted on the black board everyday. Information about inputs, such as bio-fertilizer
anc{ bio-pesticide stocks at the government godown will also be provided.

5' Goaernment schemes: A prelimrnary database of schemes, subsidies andprograilrs for groups such as children/students, *o*gn, Schedule Castes, handicapped
citizens and BPL families will be maintained by the volunteers.

6' Health: The VKH will maintain a list of doctors, clinics and hospitals in theregion' Health ca.mPs will be organized with- the help of this vKH in ir,e villagesregularly' The volunteers will also be trained with basic first aid kits for various
problems. Tele-medicine is becoming an integral part of health care services ir, severul
nations' Tele-medicine has been defined as th" ,riu of telecornmunicationslo providemedical information and services. Hence, Telemedicine enabler f"opr" ln one
Seographical area to access of a trained medical practitioner in another geographical
location.

Telemedicine is a method by which specialist doctors can examine, investigate,monitor and treat patients in remote uruur through satellite "iJ;; .;;f;rencing.
Hospitals of the future.will drain patients from all ove"r the world *itho"i;;;graphical
limitations. High quality medical services can be brought to the patientlrather thantransporting the patient. The Image acquisition, imag-e storage, i-ugu display and
pt'ocessing, and image transfer represent the basis of tilemediclne. 

v l

7-Books for Knozaleilge: Different books will be kept in the hub to avail thelibrary facility to enrich iheir knowledge. Different varieties of books focusing on
different age SrouPS will be kept. The volunteers will give the books to study iri tne
hub.
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All the above mentioned subject matter contents would be prepared electronically
offline by the volunteers and afterwards inserted it into the e-village portal fo- thl
online access of the information.

B. Transistor : A transistor will be kept in VKH. The volunteer will take care to
convey effective information to villagers.

9. Tele Education : Instead of simply memorizing all the knowledge that has
been accumulated in a particular field it should be in the windows of the new horizon.
Knowledge village will be highly accomplished to create a knowledge intensive
environment along with an enabling process to efficiently create, share, use and protect
knowledge for the future. There are several tiers in Tele-education. Video-conferencing
is now used in a wide variety of settings and is sometimes referred as Tele-education.
It has many advantages over traditional teaching methods and is increasingly becoming
a preferred medium for teaching larger groups of students. The tele-learning model is
used to reach students in remote areas and helps overcome the shortage of teachers. A
single lecturer can not only teach students in the far corners of the na'rion but also
suppcrt good teachers in remote areas to learn about new concepts and, in turn, share
it with their disciples. Through Tele-education, a university could host viitual
classrooms in multimedia environment for sfudents in remote corners of the country.
The future students can also record the procedure for use as e-book.

Illustrations

1. Informition village at Pondich €ry bylndian Space Research Organisation-M S

Swaminathan Research Foundation delivers all the deliverables of e-village.

2. Warna wired village at Maharastra aims tq

Utilise IT to increase the efficiency and productivity of the existing

communication network.

Facilitation Booths in their villages.

Provide communication facilities at the booths to link villages to the Warna
cooperative complex

- Bring the world's knowledge atthedoorstep of villagers through the Internet
via the National Informatics Centre Network.
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Provide distance education to L.oth primary and higher educational
institutes; and Establish a Geographic Information System (GIS) of the
surroundingT0 villages leading to greater transparency in administration
especially in matters related to land.

3. Technology and Action fo, Rural Advancement (TARA) haat, a venture of
Development Alternatiles enterprise at Purrjab, Haryana, Mp and Up delivers

TAMdhaba - provides the villager connecfivity and access to a new world.
TARAbazaar - provides access to proelucts and services needed by rural
households, farmers, and industriei.
TAMvan - delivers goocis ordered by users.

TARAdak - connects the rural families to the daughter married far off and
to the son posted on the front.

TARAguru - a decentralized universllyprovides mentoring and consultancy
to village-based mini- enterprises

TARAscouts / TARAreporter - collects relevant
TARAvendor - runs ihe store that will cater
Tarabazaar.

TARAcard - enables

information for the portal.

to products available at

the villager to order goods and services on credit.

4. E-Choupal by ITC delivers

Relevant and real time information: Commodity prices, local weather, news

research

Direct marketing channel for farm produce: Lower transaction cost, better
value through traceability

'

for competitive prices

-: Financial services : Life, general, health and crop insufance

Conclusion

. Knowledge Village connectivity(e-village) aims co-operation with the challenge
of new century and expands the use of new technology to mass level. Ultimately, the
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nascent Village Knowledge Hub aims to use and expand the computer teci,nology in
the grass root level, to gain, to practice and further to develop tnuit Information
Communication Technology (ICT) skills, to learrr about things of local interest and to
gettogether to swap ideas, thoughts and suggestions by providing services that promote
and support farmers, educators, researchers, planneri, designers, jor;rnalists, social
workers and entrepreneurs for improving their access to the r,aiional and global
information. The ability to choose the right idea and option can change the world
around us in our own way. The Village Knowledge hub should belnforrnation
disseminating centers i.e.; keeping data on agriculture, natural resources, fisheries,
livestock, health, education, environment etc into a village database, and it shculd be
of eagY access to people. Information Communication Technology (ICT) is the road,
which must be brought to the doorsteps of the poor. The poor riorld be given the
opportunity to master the skill to use this technology to their advantage. Theicrentists
in this area must design the Information Communication Technologjz in such a way
that a totally unPrepared poor person can immediately get the hing of it wiihout
feeling threatened. Information regarding the government, the private sector,
education, health, environment and the important daily issues must be available to all
the people' All these things can be made available to the rural people with the help of
Village Knowledge ltb. Knowledge Village can create u nLw-suga in e-learning
solutions to make the Knowledge Village a Knowledge-disseminating hub of the World.
Knowledge village hub ultimately motivates and acts upon tire principle of 'Think
globally and act locally'.
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Annexure
Schernatic presentation of an outstanding Village Knowledge Centre developed by

ISRO-MSSRF

Source : Website of MSSRF



Integrated Farming systcms Towards I,ivelihood Security :

Extension imperatives

Dr. Baldeo Singh
|oint Director (Extension), IARI, New Delhi

India is an agriculture-based country with 329 million hectares of land area, of
. which L43 million hectares are cultivated. Nearly 80% of the 115 millions farming

families own one hectare or less of cultivable land. A recent survey by the NSSO revealed
that about 60% of the farmers had no access to any agricultural information sources.
Mounting agrarian distress, market competitiveness and consumers' preference
specificity coupled with growing concerns of WTO implications necessitare closer
examination, redemption and revamping of policy interventions for technology
development, deployment and dissemination. The country can no longer afford to
have a blanket policy framework in agriculture. Stark realities of farmers' suicide,
starvation casualty, rural exodus to swelling urban slums for livelihood on one side
and highly commercialized agriculture added with plunge of corporate sectors on the
other side present the diverse scenario of agricultural system in the country. Issue

. becomes more intriguing with advent information technology and transgenic and their
related implications.

Agriculture in India is, by and large, practiced at a subsistence level in the fragiie
ecosystems. Small and fragmented land holdings? poor economic conditions, iittle
mechanization coupled with various soil and climatic constraints prevent farmers from' adopting modern technology. Resultantly, the crop yields are not only low, but also
highly unstable, showing large year-to-year variations, primarily due to the fluctuating
rainfall pattern, non-availability of situation specific technologies and other operational
constraints. However, there is a great scope for introduction of appropriate technologies
to convert these natural resources for providing sustainable livelihocd to the rural
communities.

The major challenges facing the Indian igriculture are:

1. Stagnation in agricultural production and productivity

2. Increasing trends of unemployment, hunger and poverty

3. Shrinking and degrading production resources

4. Disparity befween irrigated and rain-fed areas

5. Increasing climate change and environmental pollution

6. Declining investment in agricultural research and extension
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7 ' Inadequate infrastructure and institutional support and fragile linkages
8. Confusing extension services by many players
9. Increasing rural-urban divide

,lilfoi'ii.s for Agricultural Development

Organized efforts for agricultural de;elopment predate the planning era in India.'l'he first effort was Community Developm"rrt ptogru**u u.ri tnur"u'ri"r, several
-Pl'ogrammes were launched. These prograrnmes helpea in the wide spread of modern
technologies and increase in farm pio!r1c11on and pioductivity, and 6verall quality of
human life' The method and content of different programmes have remained the same
except some minor variations in the emphases. All these programmes and strategies
considered farming problems essentially as 'individ.rui' c6r,c"rn and never as a'collective' issue. The individual-oriented development strategy has resulted in the
neglect of poor farmers and the concentration of efforts mainl!'on rich farmers. The
atpproach has relied heavily on diffusion of innovation model and less on integrated
farming systems or social action- model. Contrary to the expectation, the develoiment
r:fforts or modern technology did not trickle down to most of the farmers ai the bottom
of development.

-The changes in agricultural environment have laid emphasis on integrated
agricultural development to address key constraints in technology dissemination wiih
ncrv institutional mode of Agriculture Technolog;: Managemer,i Ag"r,cy (ATMA) - a
bottorn up planning procedure in partnership mode iniolving uit rtut"holderi by
operating through farmers' group with intensive use of information technology ani
tlecila back up and adequate backward and forward linkages. Although the impact
of ATMA model is yet to be seen and realized, the model has create? at least the
ground for the partnership-and group activities in the dishicts. At present, the farming
eomrnunity is in a state of utter confusion and desperation as to whom they shoulj
apploach for the prciblems and how to compete and earn rnore from their small
holdings in the changing scenario. This situation stresses a need to critically look into
the developments in agriculture at village level and develop u .o*pr"hensive
integrated strategv to coPe with the emerging situations to safeglard the interests of
the farmers and exploit the opportunities to iheir fullest advanlages. As agricriltural
r:xtcnsion stands at the threshold on new millennium, the frontier quEsts to be
.:onsidered are:

what is the state of affafu of public extension system and/ ATMA mode of
extensron and how to make the system more vibrant and responsive to the
emerging demands?

88 F__
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- What should be the role and rirsponsibilities of public research and extension
systems and how ri.ell these sysiems be integrated in participatory
developrnent?

What should be the nature anci extent of partnership among various
stakeholders and the tnecr-,anism for the monitoring and aciountability?

What should be the extension strategy to make the agriculture sustainable
and commercially viable to generate additional income and employment?

To what extent and how effectiveli' the ICT could be utilized for the benefits
of the farrning community to harness the opportunities of agricultural
globalization?

What and how the extension human resources should be developed and
equipped to cope the emerging demands effectively?

The need of the hour is to give stress on village-based development for integrated
farmirrg systems utilizing rural resources to enhance farm productivity, profitibility
and employability. We need to identify the competitive advantages that our research
and extension systems have and exploit their potentials in order to retune our skategy
to respond to the present situation. We cannot undermine the strong research base of
ICAR and SAU system and a large network of Extension system. This strong research
and extension base is the first competitive advantage that we can make use of. There is
a. strong need to revamp the existing research and extension systems with required
human resources (both genders) and financial support.

In order to develop the agriculture and farming community in particulal, the
following directions are the most important to reckorr with:

1. Maintaining and consolidating the gains made in agriculture and continuing to
enlarge levels of potential productivity and profitability with eco-friendly
technologies under farming systems perspective.

2. Extending agricultural gains in integrated manner on participatory farming
systems development to the areas so far largely deprived, especially in rain-fed
and dry areas, where the new farm technology has made only a limited impact.

3. Increasing emphasis on post harvest management, processing, value addition
and marketing including entrepreneurship development on commodity and area
basis by selectively involving private players and NGOs to take the fullest share
of exports.

--Lq2l-
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Need for farming system approach
Basically, the agricultural development is a holistic concept encompassing both

natural and human resource development. The National folicy on Agriculture
announced in ]uly 2000, seeks to bridge the yield, productivity and produltio., gup,
and sustainablyimprove the rural employment opportunities, iniome, Jquity,livelihood
security and environmental security. The policy envisages promotion oi sustainable
agriculture through a regionaily differentiated farming systems approach, development
and transfer of technology, improvement of input use efficiency, incentives for
agriculture, strengthening of infrastructure, risk management and management
reforms.

Froducing- more quality food from small landholdings warrants maintaining a
healthv resource base, including healthy soil. This requires firming systems upprou.h.
In fact, most of the crop and animal activities on a farm are clcrJely related lo each
other by the common employment of labour, land and capital. The cultural practices
are also closely linked with the various crops and livestock combinations. The changes
in any one practice usually require a reappraisal of all others to maintain the former
balance. By and large, the existing farming systems in India are:

1. Irrigated farming systems embracing a broad range of food and cash crop
production,

2. Wetland rice based farming systems dependent on monsoon rains and is
supplemented by irrigation,

3. Rainfed farming systems in humid areas of high resource potential characterized
by a crop activity (root crops, cereals, industrial trees: both small scale plantation
and commercial horticulture) and mixed crop-livestock systems

4. Rain-fed farming systems in dry or cold low potential areas with mixed crop-
Iivestock and pastoral system merging into sparse and dispersed system with
very' low productivity,

5' Rain:fed farming systems in steep and highland areas which are often mixed
crop-livestock systems,

6. Dualistic (mixed large commercial and small holder) farming systems across a
variety of ecologies and with diverse production patterns

7. Coastal oriented fishing often mixed farming systems

8. Peri-urban farming systems typically focused on horticultural and livestock
production.

The farming system is a reasonably
that the household manages according to its

stable arrangement of family enterprises
economic and socio-hysical, biological,
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cultural snyil ''nment in accordance with household's goal, preferences and resources.
N:vertheless, it is a complex inter-related matrix of soils, plants, animals, implements,
power, labour, capital and other inputs controlled in part by farm family and influenced
by social factors that operate at many levels.

Extension Imperatives for Integrated Development

To reach 115 million farm families spread over more than 590 rural districts
and 6 lakhs villages is an up-hill task. Farmers'needs are now much more diversified
and the knowledge required addressing calls for improving the capacity of existing
research and extension systems. Studies on total factor productivity of crop sector

conducted in Indo-Gangetic Plains of India at IARI indicate that extension accounts

for around 45 per cent of the growth in total factor productivity, followed by research
(96%),literacy 0.A%), infrastructure (8%) and urbanization (1.5%). Research and
extension together accounted for nearly 80 per cent of the growth in total factor
productivity. In view of this, we rreed to assess the strengths and weaknesses in our
iesearch and extension systems and prepare a roadmap to revamp these r,..'ith sufficient
investment, modern facilities and required manpower to meet the future challenges.

1.. Revitalizing national extension system with robust structure and sound
management function

After the T&V system of extension, the country had no extension system of
national character. ATMA rnodel through Community Development (CD) extension

staff is in evaluative stage' It is high time to first gear up the national cD extension

system with sound organizational structure - adequate physical facilities, human

."ronr."r and Information Technology (IT) enabled service and defined management

function to address the challenges. The number and role of private players need to be

restricted and their involvement be limited to some sectoral ireeds and demands, but
under the coordination of CD extension system to ensure accountability. Th.e involving
ViIIage Pachaynt in planning and implementation of development initiatives should be

made mandatorY

Extension has a primary goal of helping people and its fundamental role is
education and facilitation for new knov;ledge and skill, which go beyond the process

of transfer of technology. Ironically, extension has been employed as service delivery

system. Such gross negligence in understanding its philosophy and undermining its

rol" hur crippled the process of developing self-determination, community initiatives,

grassroots ireativity and sustainable development in rural areas. This calls for immediate

Iorrections througir proper role assignments, strengthening with adequate number of

extension work:ri ut grJss root level and training them in newer and relevant areas of

behavioural dynamics.
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2. Professionalisnr in Extension

No one sPares in making scathing and critical comments for slackness in
extension, but one seldom analyses the facts about the structure and professional set
up of CD extension system uttd tcVK in the country. Ironically, people not traincd in
extension education philosophy manage most of the extension affairs. It is high time to
introspect and put extension education specialists in lead role using SMSs for th-e farmers,
concerns through policy intervention, at least at KVKs and sAUs.

3. Area coverage by extension agents

Several research studies conducted on extension organizations have revealed
that the delivery of goods is effective when the grassroots extension worker covers a
small area of jurisdiction. The existing system of large jurisdictions, each with a narrov.r
range of activities, is less effective. The integrated strategy of broad basing requires
grassroots extension workers to be more in number, at the cutting edge of extension
and master of many trades. At least, two extension workers (1 male & 1 female) at
Viiiage-Panchayat areessential to cope up multiple demands of farming community, as
techno-ware cannot become the substitute of human-ware to motivate and mobilize
the farmers. IT strengthening of CD extension system can help enable extension staff
to gather, store, retrieve and disseminate a broad range of information needed by
farmers, thus transforming them from extension workers into knowledge workers to
realize much talked about bottom-up development.

4. Reorienting extension system of SAUs/ICAR institutes

The extension education role of SAUs / ICAR institutes encompasses four
functions i.e. extension research, education, training and field extension (TOT). These
are carried out through extension directorate /extension divisions /sections. We need
to assess the extension education role and identify critical gaps/areas requiring
reorientation and infrastructure support. We need.to focus extension researches on
frontier and burning areas and develop capabilities to undertake researches in
coordinated manner. The frontier areas for research and extension interventions are
farming system research; impact assessment; participatory extension and
entrepreneurship development methodology; socio-economic and organizational
aspects; marketing extension, pluralism in extension; cyber extension etc. The extension
advisory function needs to be more aggressive in its TOT approach and strategy not
only to accelerate the transfer process for integrated agricultural development, but
also to provide knowledge support to post harvest practices, value addition and
marketing.

Areas like dairy, sericulture, beekeeping, mushroorn cultivation, wasteland
developmert, pond management, nurpery management, rural crafts etc. are found to
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be better managed by women and more paying in terms o{ income and employment
generation. The diversified eating patterns and growth of number of women working
outside home have created the needed demand for the retail food markets and also
opening up domestic markets for external trade of processed foods. Effort is needed to
introduce low cost post harvest equipments like miniaturized grain mills, dal-mills,
cleaner, grader, maize-sheller, groundnut decorticator, etc. which the farm women
'.vould be able to operate without much difficulty, besides farm implements reducing
women drudgery. Paradigm for practicing agriculture having farmwomen in focus
needs to be reskuctured according to resource potential and market feasibility.

5. Reorienting KVK functioning and initiating ICAR's Lab to Land programme
The KVKs should be equipped wjth *ur,po*et, facilities and resources to play

pivotal role for agricultural transformation in their respective areas. They should work
as role model and light-house for agricultural development with new technologies
and nced based vocational trainings. The technical support on subject matter by the
KVKs to women and their organizations is necessary. It is imperative to have KVK in-
charges with agricultural extension qualification and all KVKs should be brought under
the umbrella of ICAR/SAUs.

ICAR led previous front-line extension project of Lab to Land Programmes
(LLP) should be reintroduced for socio-economic betterment of small and marginal
farmers.

6. Public-Private PartnershiP

The integration of research, extension and client systems for sustainable
development have assumed greater importance today. The private services need to be

ptop"rly channeled and utilized to support the main extension system, particularly
?or post harvest management, entrepreneurship development through small-scale
cottige infrastructlre and export promotion. In this context, the public-private
partnership has been expressed explicitly as follows:

Fromotion of Agribusiness through development of Agribusiness Center

The agribusiness through development of agri-business centers at Block and

Panchayat levels should bepromoted. This objective cannot be achieved without
the partnership with the private players.

Establishment of Agro-Clinics

The demand for specific farm information is on the rise on one hand and on the

other a large number of agricultural graduates are in dire need of employment.
Under government initiative through MANAGE with involvement of recognizei
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agricultural institutions/universities, agricultural graduates are being trained
to open information shops as an entrepreneurs. Private agencies can play active
role in supporting this initiative for its successful implementation.

7. Marketing and retailing

Smallholders are risk averse and their effective participation in regional, national
and global markets requires a mechanism that could absorb such risks. Organized
retail involving farmers/ their associations can help reduce wastage that currently
characterizes farm production. The studies indicate that about 50 per cent of the
population, below 30yrs of age, is aspiring for higher production, consumption and
innovation. Involvement of these age groups in retailing of food and agricultural
products by extension design to build their capability and financial investment/
infrastructure support by corporate sector on benefit sharing basis may help bring
about a transformation in farm sector to improve production, productivity and quality.

8. ICTs infusion (Info-tech & Agro-biotech)

ICT diffusion and infusion in agriculture provide necessary digital opportunities
or advantages for productivity increase, income generation, decrease in national
disparity and improving linkages with the market. Preparation for future development
and communication among masses require an extensive thinking regarding informaiion
technologies and convergence with mass media including the Internet. An important
development is the emergence of e-Commerce, which can be assessed and utilized
appropriately.

g. Area Approach

A systematic area planning in concentric zones with vertical and horizontal
links keeping in view the important commodities in production cum food value chains
is an appropriate integrated strategy. Linking small farmers to processing industries
and fast food chains would be a good proposition. The priority need is to thoroughly
study the existing situation of produCing and ietailing of agricultural products and
promote it on three tiers basis: First tier' high-tech diversified agriculture, processing,
value addition and trading at District level; Seccnd tier - integrated agriculture,
processing, value addition and retailing at Block level and Third tier - commodity
based integrated agriculture, pre-processing and petty retailing at Village Panchayat

level. While retailing at first tier should bc promoted in partnership of corporate sector,

but the retailing at second and third tiers should be restricted to rural entrepreneurs to
create employment market and- utilize local market avenues. The financial support at

these two lower levels is essential^ The key areas of food retailing are storage,
transportation, segmentatiorr based on class of buyers, packaging etc.

94-
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IARI initiative of Involving institutions in Technology Transfer

The IARI has initiated a national level extension prograffune on 'Village-based
integrated models for market-led agriculture' in different parts of the country by
involving institutions since 2007. The programme aims at creating location-specific
models to utilize properly prime land and rural resources for agriculture; realize the

untapped production potential by bridging yield gaps; develop system approach with
all attention to the links in production to food value chain and develop local capacity
for participation, Ieadership, group action and entrepreneurship to promote quick
spread of. technologies through farmer-to-farmer extension in wider areas.

The IARI has established project field sites in north, qouth, east and west parts

of the country to carry out TOT interventions in participatory mode in the fields of
diversified/ commercjal farming. The attempt is to understand the problems faced by
the farrners related to their livelihoods and adoption and diffuslon of farm enterprises,
and address them to strengthen the technologies/enterprises movements through
farmer-to-farmer extension. The local partners being involved include SAUs/ICAR
institutes, development departments, NGOS or corporate sector. Some selected nearby

sites are planned to be connected with IARI for information communication and

knowledg-e sharing. The project is being carried out in phased manner in concentric

mode across the countrY.

1.. peri-urban agricu-lture (up to 75 Kms. from IARI)- Three (3) sites in NCR of
Delhi and Gurgaon (HarYana)

2. Integrated agriculture (above 75 to 500 Kms. from IARI)- Eight (8) sites (Sonepat

in Haryana, Western districts & Mathura in UP, Patiala in Punjab, Churu,

Jhunjhunu & Bh-aratpur in Rajasthan)

3. Integratedfarmingsystems (beyond500Kms. fromIARI)-Nine (9) sites (Gulbarga

& Blnglore in Kiranataka, Parbhani & Rahuri in Maharashtra, Varanasi &
Mirzapur in UP, Ranchi in jharkhand, Udaipur in Rajasthan and Navsari in
Gujarat)

A cluster of 2-4 villages/ a village Pnnchayat has been selected at each project

site to implement the programme. The innovative farmers in different locations are

also being linked and utilized for technology transfer. A mutual agreement for

collaborative efforts between the IARI and SAUs,/ ICAR Institutes/NGOs has been

made. The SAUs/|CAR institutes involved are MPTJAT Udaipur (Rajasthan), MPKW
Rahuri (Maharashtra), MAU Parbhani (Maharashtra), UAS Dharwad & UAS Banglore

(Karnataka), BAU Ranchi (Jharkhand) and BHU (UP), IIVR, Varanasi & CIRG,

Mathura (UP). NAU, Navasari (Gujarat) and NRC Rapeseed-Mustard, Bharatpur
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(Rajasthan). ANUA&T Faizabad (UP), JNKW Jabalpur (MP) RAU Samastipur (Bihar)
are also in the process of joining the programme. The programme encomPasses village-
based natural resources management and lays emphasis on quality seeds Production,
proiected horticulture, diveriification with high value croPs/vegetables/flowers,
processing, value addition and marketlng, capacity building for entrepreneurship
developm-nt, SHG mobilization and leadership developmentby integrating indigerlou:
knowledge and practices. The exchange of technologies among partners for trial and

adoptionln suitable locations and avoiding duplication of research efforts are also the

oor,i"rr,r of IARI initiative. It involves a farming systems approach with emphases on

development of the concepts of (i) Seed Bank by producing enoughgogd guality seeds

and plinting materials of important crop/vegetable varieties and hybrirls; (ii) Water
Bank by harvesting rain water and judiciously using by adopting efficient water
management techniques and crops and varieties; (iii) Fodder Bank by introducing
quality fodders and [heir conservation techniques using Feed Block Making Machine

ti1tongn farmers'association /SHG/ aillage Panchayat; (iv) Energy Bank by harnessing

r."rrur,riubl" energy from different Sources such as solar, wind, water, biomass, bio-

diesel etc. (v) Min.rre Bank by utilizing cattle dung and other bio-mass for renewable

energy; (vi) Knowledge nank by developing knowledge pociety & local leadership

ur,a i"ii) Risk Mitigation Bank iornpletely owned and managed by the rural people

with appropriate directions for helping the resource Poor under unforeseen adverse

situation.

Conclusion

There is a need for extensive and intensive increase in investment in strengthening'

reSeafch and extension systems. This is a priority area and needs adequate funding
support.

Urgent need is to revive national extension system - Community Developrnent

(CD) syste"m under ATMA - adequately equipped and revarnped in respect of additlonal
nn*un power, physical facility'including transport, ICT-computer, Internet facilities

etc. to cater the multiple needs Of farming community and agri-preneurs'

The public-private-client partnership should be selectively built and strengthened

according to location specific needs and aspirations'

The IARI extension model of 'Village-based Integrated models for Market-
led Agriculture' need to be emulated and promoted for sustainability, prcfitability
and partnership develoPment.

A comprehensive area planning is required to develop agriculture on farming

system perspective with vertical and horizontal links of concentric zones.
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Farmers'needs arenow much more diversified and hence, integration of research
and extension for farming system research and develoPment is essential.

The infusion of Agribiotech (agricultural bio-technology) and InfoTech
(information technology) in farming system is needed to catalyze progressive changes
in more sustainable ways and help to attack the problem of rural livelihoods.
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Scientific Knowledge and Indigenous Technical Knowledge :

The Mutual Exclusiveness

Prof. A. K. Das
Vice Chancellor, Uttar Banga Krishi Viswavidyalava, Pundibari, Cooch Behar

Indigenous knowledge on the flora of India and adjacent region is as old as

ancient scriptures, bio-geographical niche, cultural history, natural resource on which
the indigenous conununities are dependent upon on this subcontinent. The topography
coupled with gigantic watershed river system, diverse mountainous, desert, oceanic
ecosystems and varied climatic influences and other factors have contributed immensely
towards the rich flora of the region with variety of life forms subsistent on them. There
is marked affinity of indigenous technical knowledge of different communities of India
with that of Indo- Tibetan, Sino- Himalayan, Indo- Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Myanmar region rich in biodiversity and genetic resource. Globally
Indian sub-continent has admixture of flora and fauna of African, European,
Mediterranean, Australian and South American origin. Indian region is endowed with
rich biodiversity, representing nearly 18000 flowering plant species occurring in various
distinct floristic zones. About 75,000 species of animals, 340 species of mammals, 1200

kinds of birds, 420 reptiles, 140 amphibians, 2000 fishes, 50,000 insects, 4000 molluscs
and other invertebrates are distributed. Indigenous communities are represented by
nearly 430 distinct ethnic groups interspersed among 54 million under 227 lingfistic
groups and inhabiting different pb.yto-geographical locations. An appreciable
proporfion of the biological components is used by indigenous cofiununities for varietv
irf value-added products such as food, fodder, dyes, fibre, gum-resins, bamboos,
medicinal herbs etc. through their traditional mode of survey, collection and usage.

Indigenous knowledge on the traditional classificatibn syStem being followed by
indigenous technical knowledge holders in colloquial/ dialects/linguisticshas-not been

Uy ana large converted in to taxonomic language of scientific world. With the shrinkage
of thu bio--resources rich areas under indigenous communities and vanishing of
knowledge along with indigenous communities, there is urgent need to make joint
ventqre through the application and integration of scientific knowledge through the

walzs and means the communities understand and prefer most considering the

components of indigenous technical knowledge. From the inte€ration- o{ taxonomic
knowledge there is need for characterization of traditional methods of identification
and classification, value addition and methods of pre and post harvesting of species.
popular beliefs and folklore have now scientific principles for interpretative a-pproach.

Witfr the property right and patent regimes the lesser known aspects of indigenous

technical kno-wledge have now larger attention and specific interest for commercial

extraction. From the organizational level there is need for registration of grassroots

innovations, certification of products for the authenticatron, besides develcping benefit

sharing mechanist-r on sustainable basis. The Products of indigenous technical
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knowledge base are used for their time tested, cost effectiveness, purity, environmental
friendlynature and popularbeliefs.Itis found that the admixture of products of dubious
taxonomic entity is in practice for commercial gains. With the upsurge of patent regime
with out recourse to effective intellectual property right of knowledge holders in
different areas, several agencies have competition among them for registration .-r-ird

marketing of the product. It is found that the little and less tnown indigeiorrs technical
knowledge on better known species diversity have higher prospects. ln such case rhe
differences in patent laws of different countries play a key role particularly when the
inventory is at inter organizational- cum- international level. Ti're improvements in
integration of scientific and indigenous technical knowledge with regards to the
products/ outputs and services may be proposed as (i) biogeographical levels of
characterization of biodiversity rich areas of ethnobiological significance using remote
sensing anci Geographical Information System (ii ) registration of grassroots innovations
(iii) characterization of products through application of scientific knowledge (iv)
relocation, reintroduction and rehabilitation of rare and threatened species
(v)preparation of extension materials based on local dialects and language.(vi)
involvement of comrnunity through partrcipatory approach (vii) gender initiatives with
regards to different aspects of sustainable utilization (viii) studying the aspects of
indigenous technical knowledge entities of communities of disjunct and close affinity
(ix) benefit sharing considering the sanctity of the region and ethics (x) developing at
organizational and local government level accessibility to inciigenous knowledge rich
areas (;:i) capacity building of traditional knowledge holder through integrated approach
, and (xii) development of common format for the use of indigenous knowledge at
regional/national/international levels for rapid assessment, evaluation of features cf
biodiversity significance and integration of knowledge.



'Integration of ITK with Scientific Knowledge of Application

V. M. Mayande
Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh Krishi Vidyapeeth, Akola

Indian Technical Knowledge (iTK) is local specific knowledge and s-et of practices
in Agriculture, Natural Resource Management, Health and Educational Development
generated and preserved by people and farmer and confirmed for its stability over
centuries. India has a rich traditional treasure of oral knowledge that goes back to the
Vedic times. Indigenous knowledge is the knowledge generated by the people and
their ancestors living in certain area through experience including knowledge
originating from elsewhere internationalized by local people. Much of that wisdom is
being rediscovered by modem world. Indigenous Technical Knowledge would help to
understand the concept and practices of developing the element of sustain ability,
integrated with modem information system for efficimt resource management.

Modemization of agriculture has definitely helped in increasing food production
but has left several anticipated and iatent consequences such as degradation of soil
and water, pollution of natural resources, ecological unbalancing and serious threats
to the biodiversity. In fact indigenous agricultural practic.es have its roots in the nature
and culture of social, biological and related system. Indigenous agricultural practices
have varied adaptability and are nature friendly. ITK's importance there{dre lies in its
cost effectiveness, situation specificity and congruity to local situaiions. It has made
the farmers independent of external social and economic forces. The documented ITK
cover different agronomic practices, conservation methods, soil amendment, water
harvesting, irrigation method-s, seepage control, groundwater recharge, tillage and

post harvest technologies. Althou$h farmers praatided many indigenous technologies
ielating to soil and water conservation but their improper documentation restricts the

identification of constraints and possible refinements,

Sources of Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITK)

1. Farmers and the community membcrs (especially elders)'

Z. Exiensionists, local school headmaster, credit co-operative society officials, village
milk co-operative members, men and women workers, and village Panchayat
members.

3. Secondary sources include published and unpublisheC documents, databases,

videos, photographs, museums and exhibits.

Constraints in using Indigenous Technical Knowledge

. Education and exposure have biased attitudes towards using ITK
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It is time consuming, exhausting

ITK is not effective in large scale proCuction

Lack of standardization and documentation

Variation in prescription

Referring to it as ineffective

Selfishness in passing on knowledge to others

Advantages of using ITK in agricultural production

Cheap ITK products

Creates social harmony and cohesion

Knowledge can be passed on orally using the local language

Not harmful to human health

No side effects

Limitations to sustained use of indigenous knowledge

Minimal sharing of "intellectual property rights"

More application of modern and convenient technologies

No standardized. measures for application

Identified Indigenous Technology Knowledge

Many of the Indigenous Technologies are based on long term experiences of
farmers tesied over centuries as traditional technologies. Some of the ITK's have been

identified and documented in soil and water conservatiory post harvest technologies,

irrigation methods and storage structures

A. Soil and Water conservation

The ITKs identified under soil and water conservation practices are categorized

in live bunds, local water conservation structures, seePage control, farm operations,

irrigation methods and water harvesting structures. Vegetative fencing with Kiluvai,

Vejetative barrier with Agave, Mixed and intercropping, Zing system (Ladakh), are

ro*" of the ITKs. These structures were used for moisture conservation and to prevent

grazing by the cattle up to 'l.A 6 20%. The vegetative barrier like agaye was used for

Laking oi fib"r. The mixedlintercropping syStem is still followed by the farmers.

Integralion of groundnut, pigeon pea and pulses helps to reduce the runoff losses.
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In case of water conservation structures Nala check with soil filled cement bags,

stone bunds, loose stone waste weir were commonly followed.

B. Water harvesting structures

Percolation tank, percolation pit, Haveli (Bharel system-Madhya Pradesh),
Bandh, Malgujari Talav, Khazana well in Maharshtra, Khadin, ]ohad and Kund
(Rajasthan) were some of the structures used to harvest the rainwater. The siored
harvested water was utilized for protective irrigation.

C. Farm implements

Traditional plough, Indigenous plough, Baliram plough, Kulav (Local harrow),
Dawara (Hoe) were used for intercultural operations. These age old practice were
practiced on L0- I 5"/" area furrowing 15-20 cm depth. The operation can cover about
0.5 ha /day, but the availability of animals and labors are the major constraints in
theses practices.

D. Irrigation methods

Irrigation is the age old practice followed for protective supply of water to the

crops. Phad system in Maharashtra, Bamboo drip irrigation in Meghalaya, Apatani
ryrl"* in Arunachal P-desh, KIll system (I{imachal Pradesh) were conunonly used.

fn" SO-+OO hectares area was covered in each system under irrigation through available

natural resources. The practices were implemented because of their efficient water
supplying capacity and effective cost structure'

Integration oflndigenous knowledge and improved methods

Indigenous knowledge systems have proven technical components, which
enabled people to survive in the natural as well as the cultural environment. However,
more attention has been paid to economic, political and social factors and less att-ention

to cultural factors in the developmentprocess. Overthe decades, indigenous knowledge

basing on existing flora and fauna has been used to detect changes in seasonality

patteins, predict the start of drought or define soil fertility and generally monitor the

itate of the ecosystern. Indigenous practices are dominant but not spreading due to

introduction of modern technologies.

Examples of integration of improved and traditional methods like in-situ water

conservation, Broad Bed and furrow, Conservation furrows, Topo-sequence cropping,

Vegetative bunds, inter-bund hedge, CRIDA Terrace, Farm Pond, Check dam,
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Percolation tank, Contour trench, Gabion strur-ture etc. are effectively adopted. In
addition use of farm implements like Tractor operated slasher, rotary Broad Bed Furrow
(BBF), BBF former cunr seed drill, Tractor operated Pneumatic planter, Tractor operated
inter row cultivator have greater importance in low cost effiaient farming.

Experiences of the University:

Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukh Krishi Vidyapeeth. Akola has been conducting ITK
based research experiments from last 20 years. The experiments on adoption rate of
conventional intercultural operations, Post harvesi technologies, r,r'atershed
development were undertaken to know the adoptability of these practices and
significance in routine farrning methods.

The information indicated in Table. I showed the percentage of farmers adopting
indigenous technologies for production and protection of crops.

Table. 1. Percent adoption oflTK in Indi2enous A2ricultural Onerations

SI.No. Indigcnous Agriculiural practices Percent

1..

2"

a
J.

4.

6.

/.

Treating seed with cow urin6 before sowing

Sowing of coriander in sorghum to control striga

Pelting stone for scaring birds

Spraying cow urine to control aphids n cotton

Dusting of ash to control Jassids in Pigeon pea

Traditional storage of grains

Placing of neem leaves in storage bins

Storing of pulses in earthen pot

Mixing of Wekhand powder in stored grains

62

60

94

ZJ

29

100

i00

61.

71

B.

9.

The data revealed that peoples in rural areas still using traditional methods for
storage of grains. The study indicated positive correlation between age and farming
experience while negative correlation found in respect of education and ITK.

In post harvest operation considerable progress has been made in threshing,
drying, cleaning, storage transportation and marketing of food grains. Women
involvement in post harvest technology is considerably high. ITK's in this area are
mainly for storage pest control. Post harvest ITK are sustainable and proved effective
over a long period of time. The followingeleven ITK were identified and documented.

104
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Table. 2. Post ffarvest ITK's

Sl.No. Percent Adoption

L.

2"

3,

4.
;

6.

8.

42

8L

68

9.

10.

11.

Threshing by bullock pair

North South winnowing

Drying of grains in sunshine

Storage of grains in Kangi (Iraditional storage bins)

Storage of grains in metalic bins

Storage of husk in traditional storage

Placing neem leaves in storage bins

Storing pulses in earthen pot

Incorporation of dry chilli in pulses grains

Mixing of wekahnd powder in stored grains

Cow dung+Mud treatment on cucumber seed

io0
95

1Ofl

100

98

84

100

97

Concluding remarks

Soil and water conservation i$ paramount importance because of fragile nature
of eco-system. Limited land',availability, soil erosion, scearce ,water re&OllTces are

sorne-'of the alarming ingicators for integrated efforts in soil and water management'

Implementation of indigeno-us and ]ryprovea technologies -in 
soil and water

coniervation can sustain.the intensity of these arising issues. In addition to this many
ITK's are available which can be integrated with advance technologids for yield
maximization through farm mechanization, efficient irrigation methods and post
hai'vest management.

Integration of indigenous and irnproved practices provides fast adoptable
sohltions for sustainable a$riculture development.
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Multifunctionality of Agriculture and Knowledge
trnteryention : The Task Ahead

Sri K. R. Viswambharan
Vice Chancellor, Kerala Agricultural University, Thrissur.680655, Kerala

Agriculture refers to the art, science and the business of crops and livestock
production. The basic functions assigned to agriculture are production of food , fibre
and shelter. The underlying eoncept of multi-functionality of agriculture is that
agriculture not only produce food and fibre, but also provide environmental benefits,
food security and viability of rural areas. It is argued that these additional benefits to
the society are inseparable from primary agricultural production. Furthermore, the
society enjoy the multifunctional benefits, but do not pay for these and the farmers do
not get any extra income for these additional benefits derived from agriculture. So the
Government/ society has an obligation to compensate the farmers. Sorrre countries
have placed this concepts for negotiations in the WTO Rounds. There are countries
who allege that this idea is put forward by some countries to legitirr,ize subsidies given
to agriculture, which otherwise is not acceptable in WTO regulations.

Never the less, the concept on functions of agriculture has changed considerably
in many parts of the world. The indirect benefits of agricultur! in preserving
environment and biodiversity are accepted and more and *or" communities are
advocating eco-friendly, sustainable agriculture in place of input intensive modern
farming methods, which many claim has resulted in environmental hazards, pollution
and destruction of biodiversity.

With changing concepts on the functions of agriculture, these scientific
interventions and applications of validated traditional knowledge are very crucial for
sustaining agricultural productivity and-also for deriving the non-commodity out puts,
i.e. multifunctional benefits from agriculture.

Knowledge inte;ventions in agriculture

Over the years, the art of agriculture i.e. the practice of collection and storage
of seeds, tilling and sowing at the right season, doing the required cultural management
practices, harvesting at maturity and processing and storing the produce, was inherited
from generations to generations. The transition from hunter - gatherer society to
modern civilizations of the world involved applications of traditional knowledge as
well as modern science and technology. Of late ioncepts of agri - business management
is getting a lot of significance and knowledge in modern business management
techniques is also of importance to the present day agriculturists.

We know that human race, after a long spell of hunter-gatherer style of living,
learned to produce crops only about 10000 years back. However, the practices of
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farming changed viry little from early times until about 1700. In the 1700's an

agriculture revolution took place which led to a large increase in the production of
ciops because of the use of scientific knowledge in the traditional practice of agriculture.
In the 1850's, as an off-shoot of the industrial revolution in Europe , farm machineries

were also inventncl. With new mechanized farming methods, vast areas were cultivated
and more intensive farming was made possible. Modern agricultural implements/
machinery combined with crop rotation, manure and better soil and water management

lead to a steady increase of crop yield.

If we look at the future progress and srrstainability of agriculture, modern

knowledge and traditional knowledge are equally important.

Significance of Traditional Knowldedge to Agriculture

Many innovations in agriculture are generated locally, based on the knowledge

and experience of indigenous - local communities rather than by formal scientific

,"seurch. Scientists snodd work more cloeely with local cornmunities to validate the

traditional knowledge / practices and to popularize the useful traditional knovvledge.

Agriculture and Climate Change

Agriculture has contributed to climate change in many- ways, Jor instance

through fhu .orrrrutsion of forests to farmland and the release of green house gases.

ConvJrsely, climate change now threatens to irreversibly damage natural resources

on which agriculture dePends.

Knowledge intervention is required to soften the influences cf global warming

and our {armers should be made aware of these possibilities. Proper land use

management approaches can help to mitigate global warming'

Quality of Food

Although food production has increase d in recent decades through technological

intefvention in agriiulture, many people remain under-nourished, a prcblem

accounting for 1,5"7" of global disease. People in many partg of the world still face

protein, niineral-nutrient and vitamin deficiency. Meanwhile, obeisity and chronic

dir"ur"s are increasing across the world because of people eating too much of the

wrong foods. Agricultural research and policies should be devised to increase dietary

diversity, improve food quality and promote better food processing,preservation and

distribuiion.'A sustainaUie r,eikhy 
"uting 

habit has to be promoted for judicial use of

the diminishing supplies cf per capita food'

Knowledge interventions rnay also be required to address the health concerns

. about food crop-s likc the pl'esence of pesticide residues, heavy metals, hormones,

antibiotics and additives in foods.
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Sustainable Use of Natural Resources in Agriculture
Agricultural sustainability means maintaining productivity while protecting the

natural resource base. Historically, agricuitural development *as geured towirds
increasing productivity and exploiting natural resources, but ignored complex
interactions between agricultural activities, local ecosystems and society. Technological
interventions are required to enable sustainable use of resources like water, soil,
biodiversity and fossil fuels . Multidisciplinary intervention with strict monitoring on
the use of natural resources are required for sustainining agriculture and protecting
environment. Clrganic agriculture and providing incentives for the sustainable
management of water, livestock, forests, and fisheries are examples of responsible
natural resource management. The knowledge intervension in future agriculture should
be for ensuring that agriculture not only provides food but also fulfills environmental,
social and economic functions such as mitigating climate change and preserving
biodiversity

"fnformation - Communication -Technology" (lCTl and Agriculture.
Recent innovations in ICT can be exploited for efficient disemination of

agricultural technology . It may also be usefirl in marketing management in agriculture
and to assure fair / competitive price to farmers. Bioinformatics, e-learning are other
areas opened up with the innovations in ICT. The tools of ICT will provide networking
ofAgriculture sector not only in the country but also globally and bring farmers,
researchers, scientists and administrators together by establishing "Agriculture Online"
for exchange of ideas and information.

By using ICT , access to knowledge can be made more democratic, can provide
education to deprived rural masses like school diop outS , small and marginal farmers
and women, by resorting e{earning /teaching. It will help to create entrepreneurial
skills and self employment to farmers, rural youth, school drop outs, self help groups,
local institutions, and field seruice providers in local community/villages

Agricultural education, research and extension programmes need to be
reoriented to meet the challenges emerging out of the technological advances, social
changes, globaliza'rion and the market demand. IPR issues, food - security, bio-terrorism
and global climatic changes are issues which need urgent attention. Similarly, emerging
technologies like nanotechnology, bioinformatic.s, biotechnology etc. has a lot of stake
in the future agricultural progress. The course programmes and curricula of agricultural
education institutions should reflect these global transformations, so that these
knowledge are diffused to the farming community for harvesting more benefits.

I hope that the presentations and discussions today will provide useful insights
on multi-functionality of agriculture and the future techn,rlogical interventions
required.
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Village Knowledge Hub : Enhancing the Common
Information Space for Animal and Fisheries Production

Dr. A. S. Ninawel, Dr. P. S. Lonkarz and Dr. Ajit Maru3
1. Vice Chancellor

MaharashtriJ"ff :l'":T;:*fi 'r':#"]iilili",,r,Nagpur
3. Agricultural Research Officer, GFAR, FAO, Rome

There is a rapidly growing animal and fisheries production industry in
Maharashtra. This industry, at present, is technically and information wise supported
by its innovation system that has a dispersed set of multiple stakeholders, which include
the Maharashtra Animal and Fisheries Sciences University (MAFSU), Deparfrnent of
Animal Husbandry (DAH) and fisheries, the livestock products processing Industry,
Feed lndustry, Pharmaceutical Ind.ustry, Farmers etc. There is an urgent need to
enhance the space for the information needed by the innovation system that supports
this industry so that it can further develop and do not only satisfy the future animal
products needs of the State, but also effectively and efficiently participate in the
increasing global market for animal products.

New information and communication technologies, such as the Internet, Wireless
'felephony, linking radio and television with the Internet, can be effectively used to
enhance the existing information space sc that it can effectively and efficiently support
the information, knowledge and training needs of this Industry.
The core institutional structures to develop this information sPace and the details are

discussed.

Key worils: ICT, A.H., Fisheries

There is a rapidly growing animal and fisheries production industry in the

country. This industry, at present, is technically and information wise supported by its
innovation system that has a dispersed set of multiple stakeholders, which include the

State Agricultural and Animal Sciences Universities, Department of Animal Husbandry
(DAH);the livestock products processing Industry, Feed Industry, Pharmaceutical
Industry, Farmers etc. There is an urgent need to enhance the information space for
ttre information needed by the innovation system that supports this industry so that it
can further develop do not oniy satisfrw the future animal products needs of the State

a1,l but also effectively and efficiently participate in the increasing global rnarket for

animal products. This also should serve as a media for continuing education to the

farmers, as a part of L4 (Life Long Learning for Livelihood) and the others as ODL.

NewinJormation and communication technologies, such as the Internet, Wireless

Teiephony, linking radio and television with the Intemet, can be effectively used to
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enhance the existing inforrnation space so that it can effectively and efficiently support
the information and knowledge needs of this Industry,

The core institutional strucfures to develop this information space would be :

, 1. Pashusoochnalaya

. 2. MAFSU Digital Information Repository

3. Public Inforrnation Access Points

Pashusoochnalaya
.t

The core of the enhanced information spaee will be a Web portal thatwill support
sharing and exchange of livestock production and fisheries related information through.

1. Services

Web based information

* Market prices and forecasts for animal products, commodities and

i*puts for livestock and fisheries products'

* Weather conditions andforecastp particularly related to agriculture
and livestock production including disease forecasts at State, district

' and taluka levels. :

* Technological information related to '

tock Production

:- Agricultural News

Drectory Services and Yellow Pages for:

- Livestock, Veterinary and Fishqries Research Institutions-:
Research Projects

costly equipment

-: Veterinary experts and consultantg,
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Suppliers, Market Intermediaries

: - Veterinary services including disease and pest diagnostic services, soil and
feed analysis, veterinary se;vices, fam equipment rneehanism etc.,

Veterinary (Digital) Library an Information Services

Intemet Services for hosting:

E-mail

Discussion Lists

Community of Practices for scientists, farmers and other agriculture related
domains.

Usenet/Newsgroup

Chat/IRC

Video and Audio Streaming

Suitable courses for the stake holders.

2. Products

Knowledge based systems for animal diagnostics

Herd and Flock Health Managernent Models

Decision Support Systems for small holder farming and livestock production

Spatial and Reference Database indlUding digital maPs f-or diseases and
production potential

Ccllation of graphics, Audio and Video CIips

Radio Scripts and Television Storyboards

5. Tcols : - -..-

Search Engines and Finders

Catalogues and Indexes

T Language Thesauri

MAFSU Digital Information Repository

A digital information repository to be created by MAFSU will support the
Pashusooch;alaya. The develoi:ment of infor,rnation repository for information objects

is critical to the Pashusoochnalaya for various reasons :
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* To suPport generation of contents effectively and efficiently at least cost

for the entire country. Content generation, including disease surveillance
and monitoring database, without a centralized information repository
would be very costly.

* To support development of products such as knowledge based systems that
may require these objects.

* To create a valuable information asset for MAFSU in future with
Maharashtra and India having to be a responsible member of World Trade
Organization with phyto-sanitary information and patents on data and
information bases can become an important asset.

Public and Private Information Access Points

The MAFSU information repository will be responsible for collection, collation,
storage and access of digital data and information objects related to agriculture research
in initially in Maharashtra.

At the user end, the portal site will be accessed through public information
access points that provide no1 only agriculture information but alsb information from
other sectors and ministers such as health, education and governance. These
information kiosks may be a form of rural entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs and
Industry could also access this information space through private connections.

MAFSU Etforts

Maharashtra Animal and Fisheries Science University (MAFSU) initiated its
efforts to ad.opt'ODl and TechMODE back in 2004. MAFSU developed four courses
for the {ield veterinarians in clinical expertise domain such as surgery and pathology.
The demand for the courses was strong and the participants liked the new approach
that suited their practices. However, the courses had seen limited success as the required
support system and integration of the programme with MAFSU's regular activities
was weak. Institutionally the infrastructure, human resources and policies that needed
to be in place for the assured continuum of the programme was not sufficient due to
an overall lack of understanding and appreciation of TechMODE. Lack of awareness
and a support system conducive of Knowiedge Sharing (KS) resulted in stagnant content
as well.

The conclusion was to integrate and demonstrate the utility of technology aided
knowledge management and delivery to the various colleges under MAFSU and to
the University management so that an encouraging environnrent for required changes
could be in:iigated. This was phase when most of the efforts were directed to develop
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required awareness and earn support from various level of the university; particularly
the students for building pressure on the managernent to adapt to a technology aided
KM and KS system and develop a suitable administrative framework. The strategy
woriced in the two main colleges of MAFSU, namely Bombay Veterinary College (BVC)
;rncl Nagpur Veterinary College (NVC). Unfortunately the other colleges could not be
;r6;proached continually to make an impact. It was felt the strategy resulted in a more
nrban centric approach for adapting TechMODE.

To develop a more inclusive approach and to revert to the vision of reaching
lhe rural areas and farming community who could leverage from MAFSU's presence
in the remote and interior areas of Maharashtra, In last two years the focus of the
MAFSU TechMODE institutionalization efforts have shifted from addressing the field
professionals to develop a kncwledge network that enables and support a range of
itukuholdurs that include Government and Non-Government Organizations, Self Help
Groups (SHG), field professionals, extension workers and other institutions involved
in sustainable livelihood support.

Following the L3 model of stakeholder consultation, partnerships and continuing
learning support to farmers, MAFSU developed a multi channel communication strategy
through available media such as radio, web and offline delivery mechanisms. The
content developed for the service was primarily based on questions and issues raised
by the farmers in Maharashtra region. To regularize the collection of questions and
issues from the rural communities a number of ways were adopted; these included
live sessions on radio (through All India Radio), extension and veterinary camPs, postal
and local mailing and through the call centers at different colleges of MAFSU. MAFSU
a:iso put its ovm letterboxes in the community spaces of various villages such as temples
r,or collecting the common issues faced by the animal stockholders. One o{ the problems
o{ t}ris approach was a continued communication with the farmers on a regular basis

as most of the methods needed some specific period to accumulate substantial questions

to be converted into specific media suitable form. The idea behind the approach was
to build a sample size large enough foi the region and focus on the repeating patterir
of the common issues and to develop a periodical review and up-gradation of content.

The approach needed a multi-stakeholder consortium that would act as

MAFSU,s communication extension in the fields and for a larger population. The content
is rnade available to all the partners through a common and open channel (currently
web based) and the content format was made suitable for a number of dissipation
rnedium, digital or print. Though the access to the content is open, it was essential to
capacitate MAFSU partners to be able to access and use the content for the envisaged

prrrpose. Th.e capacity building included communication through new channels such

is blog and emails so that the partner could ensure continuity in feeding queries and

115
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issues from the nlral community. Though the TechMODE initiative started with an
aim of veterinary expertise intervention, it was seen that often queries were not related
:to it directly. For example, availability of water and fbdder we-re to prime issues faced
,'which were resolved 6y YUVA, a NGO parhrer; Y{,IVA has been working on water
,iharvesting and were rbady with fitting support. The partnership was helpful in such
'cases where the questions were not related MAFSU,s subject expertise but from the
systefidc perspective oJ sustainable livelihood. The partr,tership also assisted MAFSU
to break away from an aeademic institutions perspective,and regulations to be able to
capture a mudr more holistic picture of sustainable.livelihood and continuing human

icap acity development.
:.

.so that the programme becomes more future odented by, addressing the rural and
,semi-urban youth and promote entrepreneurship,in rqral Maharashtra, particularly

fin the tribal and resource deprived legions, , I
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Multi-Agency Extension system for Effective Kncwledge
Empowerment - Challenges and Policy Opiions

Dr. M. P. Pandey
Vi:e-Chancellor, Indira Gandhi Krishi Vishwavidyalaya, Raipur (Chhattisgarh)

Abstract

Dedicated efforts of Indian farmers, modern technologies and strategic support
through various Programs of Central and State governments havg contributed
significantly for the current land mark achievement of 230.67 million tons food
production. However, sustaining this growth rate and achieving the required food
grin production of 320 million tons by 2025 would be a herculean task considering
some of the challenges like lirnited land, depleting soil and water resources, adverse
impacts of climate change, rising cost of production, labour crisis in agricultural and
less interest of young farmers' in agriculture. Addressing these complex issues requires
multi-diinensional strategies to have an effective and efficient service delivery
mechanism for increasing the agricultural production to meet the requirement of the
country at desired mechanism for increasing the agricultural production to meet the
requirement of the country at desired level. This can be-achieved by well-coordinated
multi-agency extension machinery'through empowerment of farrners with the desired
knowledge, skills, technology and input support. In India, has one of the largest extension
system in the world wherein large number of private and informal extension service
providers co-exists with the public extension system even then; nearly 40"/" of the Indian
farmers are reached by extension service providers.

In public sector several programs were launched time to time from 1952 and
onwardS stafted from Community Development Approach to ATMA to meet food
security of ever increasing population. The existing multi-extension system are also
facing several challenges like power relations between NGOs and GOs, differ in
philosophies, mandates, ethos, operating procedures, accountability, rural links etc.
Therefore policy reform in agricultural extension initiated in existing multi-extension
system that includes institutional restructuiing; management reforms, strengthening
research-extension linkages, capacity building and skill up-gradation, empowe.*enl
of farmers, mainstreaming of women in agriculture, ,rs" oi media and information
technology, financial sustainability and changing role of government.

The existing extension system is unable to respond to bottom-up and demand-
driven activities upto desired level ciue various challenges and limitations. Therefore,
it is need of the hour is to promote a well coordinated multi agency extension system
at national, state and district level by involving private / corporate sector, farmers
organizations, co-operatives, NGOs, para-professionals, self-help groups, input dealers
and suppliers, electronic and print media and information technology for contributing
in technology dissemination accorCing to its own strength and capabilities.




